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Title word cross-reference

\((a, a')\) [SR73, SR73]. \((a, b)\) [SMD71, SR73].\((a, b\gamma)\) [SR73]. \((a, b\gamma - \gamma)\) [SR73]. \((a, b\sigma)\) [SMD71]. \((a, b\sigma - \sigma)\) [SMD71]. \((a, \gamma)\) [SR73].

\((a, \gamma - \gamma)\) [SR73]. \(+ [AI79]. 0\) [Fia73, MT78].

1 [Fia73, MT78, RCL75]. 1/2 [SDH74]. 24 [Ein76, JR75]. 28 [JR76]. 37 [MT78]. 39 [Spâ79a]. = [AI79]. \(N C_R\)

[Gen75c, Gen75a, Gen75b]. \(Ax = b\) [Bar79b]. \(\chi^2\) [BR75b]. \(DO\) [Gen75a]. \(F(X)\) [Gaf80].

\(F_1\) [Gos80]. \(g\) [ES74b]. \(H^p\) [Sin73].

\(L_n(x + jy)\) [Sca71]. \(J_n(x)\) [Col80a]. \(J_n(x + jy)\) [Sca71]. \(k\) [Gar63]. \(K_0(x + iy)\) [Gar78]. \(L_1\)

[Spâ76, Abd80, RR73b]. \(\leq 80\) [CM66]. \(\longrightarrow\)

[Pi79]. \(m\) [And73, LT73]. \(M \times N\) [Sch72c].

\(N\) [Cam65, Ken65, LT73]. \(SU_3\) [AD73]. \(U\)

[DB73]. \(w^w = x\) [FSC73]. \(w\exp(w) = x\)

[Ein74]. \(Y_i\) [Gar63]. \(Y_n(x + iy)\) [Gar78].

\*FTN \([CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79]\). \*WATFIV \([CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79]\).

-ary [Ken65]. -dimensions [Gar63]. -layer [And73]. -Splines [ES74b].

\(/6000\) [Hon75a, Hon75b].

\(00\) [Ent80a]. \(01\) [BPW72]. \(051\) [Int67a]. \(052\) [Int67a].

1 [Bro75, BDI72, DT74, ES78, Har69, Lea67, Lea75, Les72, LS76, Mac70b, Mac71, MW69, Per72a, Per72b, Rus78, Wei73]. 1- [Rin77].
1/0 [Joh72]. 10 [Ano77a, Dig68, Dig70, Dig72a, Dig74, Dig75b, Edg79, Gra79b]. 10/ [Ste68]. 10/LSD [Les72]. 1011-tutorials [Mis78a]. 1022 [AE79]. 11 [CDGW76, Dig71a, Dig72c, Dig75d, Dig75f, Dig76b, Dig77c, Dig77d, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79b, Dig80c, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80g]. 11/ [San78]. 11/FORTRAN [Dig76c]. 11/RSTS/E [Dig75g, Dig77f]. 112 [Bak77]. 113 [BB77b]. 1130 [CF71, Hug69]. 1130/1800 [Int68a, Int69b, Int71e, Int73a, Pri69]. 1130/system [CF71]. 119 [Kri71]. 11R1 [Spe84]. 12 [Man71]. 12-statement [MHH7a, MHH71b, Man71]. 120 [RST78]. 130 [Gen78]. 131 [Lea78]. 132 [AK78]. 133 [Zil78]. 1401 [Ha65, Int67a, Int64b]. 1401-F0-051 [Int67a]. 1401-F0-052 [Int67a]. 1410 [Fed63]. 149 [Ste60a]. 15 [Dig71b, Dig71c]. 16/32K [Int65f, Int65d]. 1620 [Gar65, Hor65, Poo62, SD67]. 170/6600 [BCE77]. 18 [Hil70]. 1900 [NY78, REC75]. 1966 [Ame66a, Ame78d]. 1969 [Ano69a]. 1972 [Cha73]. 1975 [FJA80a, FJA80b]. 1978 [ACM78, Ame78e, Ano78d, FJA80a, FJA80b, U.S78]. 1979 [FJA80a, FJA80b, Lew79b, VP80a, VP80b]. 1979-1980 [Ano79]. 1V [Lec66a, McC65b, SM66b]. 2 [Ano68c, Fri71a, MS74a, MV66, Sak79, Thr79]. 2.50 [Bar73a, Pat73b]. 2.0 [Con71c]. 22 [Swa72]. 2A [KGY80]. 2d [MS75d]. 3 [Bar72a, Fri71a, Spe80d]. 3-dimensional [Tur68]. 300 [Vic64]. 3100-3200-3300-3500 [Con68b]. 3100/3150/3170/3200/3300/3500 [Con73c]. 3100/3200/3300/3500 [Con68a]. 3170/3300/3500 [Con71b, Con73b]. 32K [Int65f, Int65d]. 3300/3500 [Con69a]. 34 [Fre74]. 3400/3600 [Con65]. 3400/3600/3800 [Con67b]. 343 [Nie72c].
Approaches [Bar71b, BK72, And70].
approfondissement [Tho78].
Approved [AB66a, AB66e, Ame66c, Ame78c, Ame78d].
Approaches [Bar71b, BK72, And70].
approfondissement [Tho78].
Approved [AB66a, AB66e, Ame66c, Ame78c, Ame78d].
Approximation [McL78, RR73b, Dun79, Lil71, Rob79].
approximations [Lar63b].
April [Ame78c, Ame78d].
APSE [Nat70a].
arbitrarily [Dey76].
Arbitrary [Ono79a, Ono79b, Hol68, RST2, Sca71].
arc [MC70].
architectural [Rog80].
Architecture [LB80, PC78b].
arbitrarily [Dey76].
Arbitrary [Ono79a, Ono79b, Hol68, RST2, Sca71].
arc [MC70].
architectural [Rog80].
Architecture [LB80, PC78b].
arbitrarily [Dey76].
Arbitrary [Ono79a, Ono79b, Hol68, RST2, Sca71].
arc [MC70].
architectural [Rog80].
Architecture [LB80, PC78b].
FP75, Mol71, Sim66, Wie75]. compute [EP67, Plö75, Plo77, Sca71]. Computer [AI78, Abr72, AB69a, AG80, AW73a, And64b, And66, Arm78, Axf72, BK72, Ben69, Bog74, Bog80, Boi74, Con68a, Com69, CPM72, CS62, DDM+75, DS76, Dic74a, Dic68, Edu70, EF76, Eld70, FJA80a, FJA80b, For70, For75, FMM77, Ful72, Geo60, G70, G075a, G075b, Gue73b, HBJ76, IEE75, IEE78, IEE79, IAA57, Ise78, Jac73a, Jam73b, Kad80, KC72, KH75, Kuo72, Les72, Lew73, Lov75, May72, Men76, MS75a, MS73d, MR70, Pen70, Per75, Pil70, Rad75, Rad76a, Rad80, Raj77, Rob67a, Rus78, San70, SSS77, Sch73, Smi70b, Som71, Soy71, Sta75, SM64, SM68, SP70, TW71, Tou70, Ver65, Wag70, Wal72, Wal80b, Wei69, WB65, Wol78a, Wol68b, Agh77, AW73b, ADT76, And64a, Ano64, Ano72c, BP76, Bec72, BS78, BW78b, BB71, BC77, BC79].

computer [BC72a, Bis75, Blo68, BCS68, BR78, Bre79a, BC70, Bro71a, Bro73, But66, Con62a, Con62b, Con64c, Con64b, Con64a, Con65, Con66b, Con67a, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con69d, Con69b, Con69a, Con70, Con71d, Con71b, Con71c, Con72a, Con73c, Con73d, Con73e, Con73b, Con75a, Con76c, Con80b, CB69, CCL69, CG73, Cha71, Cha71c, CS73a, Cla78, Cle68, Cle68, CMM67, CST7a, Cra75, DvC69, DS66, DS67a, Dav72b, DS62, DS63, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Dun74, Ent63, EKM74, FB79, FP75, Fis79, Fitt57, FL76, Fos73, Fox64, Fro63, Ful73, GP73, Gel69, Gen66a, Gra79, Gre75, Gro73d, Gue73a, Gut79a, Gut79b, Hyd66a, Hyd66b, Hw76b, Hal65, H75, Har68a, Har69, Har73, HG66, HPB73, Her74, Hob67, Høj69, Hor65, Ins76a, Ins76b, IA78, Irv60, IJ79, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jam73a, JM76, Jos78]. computer [KPG63, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, Kha77, Kno72, Kru67, Kru68, Lou74, L71b, L71a, MI64, MH72, MH73, McC74b, MK70, Mcg76a, Mcg76b, McM66, MP65, Mer78a, Mer78c, Mer60a, Mis78a, Mur66, New73, Nyd68, O’D65, Obr71, OR77, OG69, Pan70, PG67, PB73b, Pen68, Per72a, Per72b, Phi71a, Phi71b, PG66, PJT76b, PJT76a, PC78b, Pol77, Pol78, Pol78, Pol78a, Ren65, Rey69, RR70, RSB76, Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c, Sco76b, SD66, SD67, SA74, Sch68, Sch70a, Sch70b, MS75a, MS75c, MS75d, MR70, Pen70, Per75, Pil70, Rad75, Rad76a, Rad80, Raj77, Rob67a, Rus78, San70, SSS77, Sch73, Smi70b, Som71, Soy71, Sta75, SM64, SM68, SP70, TW71, Tou70, Ver65, Wag70, Wal72, Wal80b, Wei69, WB65, Wol78a, Wol68b, Agh77, AW73b, ADT76, And64a, Ano64, Ano72c, BP76, Bec72, BS78, BW78b, BB71, BC77, BC79].

computer [BC72a, Bis75, Blo68, BCS68, BR78, Bre79a, BC70, Bro71a, Bro73, But66, Con62a, Con62b, Con64c, Con64b, Con64a, Con65, Con66b, Con67a, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con69d, Con69b, Con69a, Con70, Con71d, Con71b, Con71c, Con72a, Con73c, Con73d, Con73e, Con73b, Con75a, Con76c, Con80b, CB69, CCL69, CG73, Cha71, Cha71c, CS73a, Cla78, Cle68, Cle68, CMM67, CST7a, Cra75, DvC69, DS66, DS67a, Dav72b, DS62, DS63, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Dun74, Ent63, EKM74, FB79, FP75, Fis79, Fitt57, FL76, Fos73, Fox64, Fro63, Ful73, GP73, Gel69, Gen66a, Gra79, Gre75, Gro73d, Gue73a, Gut79a, Gut79b, Hyd66a, Hyd66b, Hw76b, Hal65, H75, Har68a, Har69, Har73, HG66, HPB73, Her74, Hob67, Høj69, Hor65, Ins76a, Ins76b, IA78, Irv60, IJ79, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jam73a, JM76, Jos78]. computer [KPG63, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, Kha77, Kno72, Kru67, Kru68, Lou74, L71b, L71a, MI64, MH72, MH73, McC74b, MK70, Mcg76a, Mcg76b, McM66, MP65, Mer78a, Mer78c, Mer60a, Mis78a, Mur66, New73, Nyd68, O’D65, Obr71, OR77, OG69, Pan70, PG67, PB73b, Pen68, Per72a, Per72b, Phi71a, Phi71b, PG66, PJT76b, PJT76a, PC78b, Pol77, Pol78, Pol78a, Ren65, Rey69, RR70, RSB76, Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c, Sco76b, SD66, SD67, SA74, Sch68, Sch70a, Sch70b, MS75a, MS75c, MS75d, MR70, Pen70, Per75, Pil70, Rad75, Rad76a, Rad80, Raj77, Rob67a, Rus78, San70, SSS77, Sch73, Smi70b, Som71, Soy71, Sta75, SM64, SM68, SP70, TW71, Tou70, Ver65, Wag70, Wal72, Wal80b, Wei69, WB65, Wol78a, Wol68b, Agh77, AW73b, ADT76, And64a, Ano64, Ano72c, BP76, Bec72, BS78, BW78b, BB71, BC77, BC79].

Computer-Assisted [DDM+75, Mis78a, Pen68, Wid79, Bee75]. Computer-Based [AX72, FL76]. computer-generated [Her74]. Computer-Oriented [AG80, AW73a, AW73b]. COMPUTER-TUTOR [Lin76]. computer-use [Smi67b]. Computerized [Hei72a, Sch79c, Sch80g]. Computern [GG72]. Computerprogrammen [Bra75a, Bra75b]. Computers [BR74, DW71, Gin78a, Ker72, LR77, MG68, MGL73, NO75, Ohr70, Ohr71, O’b75, OR75, Pac69, W73a, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70f, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, BC67, Com80a, EB80, Ent80a, Ent80b, Feu77, FL70, Fri73, FL74, FL74, Han78, HW67, HBE80, Har66b, Int64a, Int78b, Int78c, Kno75a, Kno75b, LM70, MW69, Mye73, Paw65b, Pri69, SM66a, SM66b, Uni80c, Wi73, WM9, Wri66, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer71a, Xer73, vM75]. Computing [Bar72a, Din73, DG67, Gaf77, Gaf80, Gar78, Jun68, MH78, Mon77b, Mon77a, Mon79, Rec75, Sci69, San73, Sch80c, Sch73, SP70, Tea72, Aj69, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79].
Rus79, Sal76, Sei75, SDZ80a, SDZ80b, Smi66, Smi71c, Smi77, Smi79, Sof80, Sou71, Spa80, Squ70, SS74, TC70, TD78, Tur68, Wal68, Wat75, Wer65, Wil65, Yar62, ZSD80, vM76, vM78a, Con62a, Con62b, Con64c, Con64b, Con66a, Con66b, Con69d, Con71b, Con73c, Con75a, Gro73d.

Database [Par75, Sta74]. Datei [Rin77]. Datei [Rin77]. Datenanalyse [Bra75a, Bra75b]. Datenbestände [Fri75b]. Datenverarbeitung [Amk73, Neb71]. Datenverarbeitungsanlagen [jSJ70]. dati [SS68b]. datatorprogram [Hus76]. datos [SS78b]. DAVE [OF76]. Davidon [Lil71]. Davis [HD78a]. Day [Bar73a, Bar80b, Cha73, Pat73b, Gow73, Hil73, Hil79a, Wil75]. DC [Lew79b]. DCG [ES75]. DDC [Mod74]. debug [Ano70b, Ano75e, Con72b, Con76b, Int72a, Int72g, Int75b, Xer75c]. Debugger [ASH73]. Debugging [AI80, Gra70a, Ho73, Hon71b, Kaz78, Mac68a, Mac68b, PP77, Ste68, Uni77].

DDC [Mod74]. debug [Ano70b, Ano75e, Con72b, Con76b, Int72a, Int72g, Int75b, Xer75c]. Debugger [ASH73]. Debugging [AI80, Gra70a, Ho73, Hon71b, Kaz78, Mac68a, Mac68b, PP77, Ste68, Uni77].


DECSystem [Dig72a, Dig74, Dig75b, Edg79].

DECSystem-10 [Dig72a, Dig74, Dig75b, Edg79].

DECSystem10 [Dig77a]. deep [Lal75].


derived [FHL71, Fri71a, Mot66, SA74, Sid72a, Sid72b]. design [SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63, Tro64]. Designing [Cra76]. designs [Bre79a, Bry75, Fri71a, Mot66, SA74, Sid72a, Sid72b]. desmearing [Maz77]. DET1 [Sta60]. detecting [Par78, Sco77b]. Detection [IR78, OF76, Hei72a, WK77]. detectors [U. 61]. Determinant [Gow75]. determinants [Mar71]. Determination [Lew73, Sin73, And73, Gof74, Har73].


develop [Tur68]. Developing [FS76, Vas72]. Development [ACM79, Ano77a, CDGW76, Hei64, Hei66, Kal72a, RSB69, Con77a, Con80a, Hin76, JS74, O’K64, Oja70, Pec77, Per78, Raf79, Sil61, Tan80b, Whi76]. développement
ANS76c,Fel76a,FRS77,Kni76b].
drafting
[Cal69c].
Drawing
[Wei66a,Wei66b,WM77].
Draw
[Ber76,MP72].
drawn
[Fis79].
Drill
[Org61a,McA77a,McA77b].
drill-and-practice
[McA77a,McA77b].
Driven
[WDT76, FH71, LGF75, Sho80].
drivers
[Boa69].
droplet
[Lyn63].
DTFORT
[Gul71].
DTSS
[Ano70e].
dual
[ZD78].
Dubna
[Kar76].
duct
[KM77a,KM77b,Kat77].
due
[AJ69,Hol67,Hol68,Won67].
DULPDX
[Uni80c].
DULPDX/DULPLX
[Uni80c].
DULPLX
[Uni80c].
Dump
[NY78,Rin77].
DUMP-Interpretationen
[Rin77].
Dumps
[Bec70d].
d'une
[Lou73].
DWBA
[PV74].
dyads
[Lil68].
DYNA
[KW71].
Dynamic
[Bra74,CPR75,Par75,Ran65,RT77,Rog80,Art76,Ell78,Huy77,KW71,Man63,Sak64a,Sak64b,Sak65,Sak70,Tro66a].
dynamically
[LM76].
Dynamics
[Cla75,CDH75,PT73].
DYNOSOR
[Huy77].
DYSTAL
[Sak64a,Sak64b,Sak65,Sak70,Sak79].
E1
[Dur80].
E2
[Aki74,Cli74a,ES74b,Fut78,RR73b,Sim76].
E3
[Dur80].
E4
[MM73a,MM73b,RK73].
EA1
[Fit75].
each
[SMM65].
EA1
[Ele68].
earth
[And73,Poi78,Rap66b,RZB77].
eathquake
[McG76a].
easier
[Owe79].
EAT
[MU75].
Ebenen
[Rot71].
echo
[Rus79,Rus79].
ECODIV
[GKB74].
econometrics
[CK80].
economic
[Sad72].
Economists
[Wag64,Nie68,Nie71].
economists
[Sla67,Sla72,Var74,May73b,Var68b].
escosystems
[LGF75].
ed
[Rid80].
EDB
[Tj68].
edge
[Cam77].
edge-loaded
[Cam77].
edit
[Dor79,Fed63,Bee76,Mor79].
Editing
[Bee76,Bee78,Das74,Mur66,RP74,Bee77a].
edition
[BK75,Dun67,MS75d,ZSW76,ZSW77].
editor
[Jam73a,Kni76b,Lem75,Ube76,WM60,Ben61,Bus67,Elk65,Har65c,Owe65a,Owe65b].
Editorial
[Nee75].
EDP
[KP70a,KP70b].
EDPM
[Int59e,Bac56].
EDSIM
[PC78a].
EDSIM-Event
[PC78a].
Education
[BF79,HK75,Pec77,EH68].
educational
[Bai72a,CDGW76,Wal70].
Edwards
[HBE80].
effect
[U.61].
effective
[KS72b].
effectiveness
[McA77a,McA77b,Phi71a,Phi71b,Wit79a,Wit79b,Wit79c,Wit79d].
effects
[Sal70,ZD78].
efficacies
[Fer63].
efficiency
[Low76].
Efficient
[Kah80a,Kah80b,Par75,SSS78,Ste79,SS79a,SS79b,SS75b,SS79c,Gea65,HV74].
effort
[Int75a].
EGN1
[Sta60].
eigenfunctions
[Cas62].
eigensystems
[Mue66].
eigenvalue
[Zak77].
Eigenvalues
[Ste76b,Ste76c,Cas62,Nie72c].
EigenVectors
[Nie72c].
Einem
[Neh74].
Einführung
[Bar71a,Flo70b,Kle68,Kle69,Sp70,SR72,Kle77,SR74].
einheitlicher
[KKU78].
Ekman
[Sho80].
economickyh
[Han79b].
elaborazione
[SS68b].
elastic
[MSNC61,Mei62,MSR66,PNK65a,PNK65b,Rin79].
elasticity
[Cha71c].
elastique
[Ray63].
electric
[And73].
electrical
[LTB80,MS75a,Pin80].
electricity
[Gre73a,Gre73c].
electromagnetic
[Wat75].
Electronic
[Int64a,Int78c,Bur68a,Bur69,Har66b,MW69].
electronico
[Ano70d,Ins64,Ins74].
electrostatic
[Rec72].
elektroniczna
[ATW77].
Elektronischer
[Mue69].
Element
[GF65,Hol67,Hol68,NM70,NM78].
elémentaire
[Tho78].
Elementary
[Bog74,Bog80,Bur68a,LYC80,Pet76,AW73b,Fbe69,Fri75a,FK76,Wid79].
Elementi
[PCR76].
Elements
[BV74,Bez73,HH77b,HH78,KS72a,MH72,MH73,Pri69,Pri75,Uni75b,Uni68b,You76,BK77,Hei72b,KS72b,Sm72d,Sri69,Ste72a,Tro66b].
eliminieren
[Kor77].
Eliminating
Elimination [She78e, She78d, She78c]. Ellips [Ber77]. ellipsoid [Joh65b, Joh65a, Joh76]. ellipsometer [Ber77, MC64, McC69b]. Elliptic [Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, SSS78, SS75a, SS75b]. elliptical [Cam77]. emancipate [SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63]. Embedding [BW64]. Emily [Ful74]. Empfehlungen [Fri75b]. emphasis [MW69, Nyd68, Sch68, Sei72]. Empirical [Hoa72, Hoa73, Knu70, Knu71, RT76, Cla80, Gut79a, Gut79b, SMI65]. employing [Nut76]. empresa [Oli71]. emulation [Bid79]. emulator [Fel75]. Encapsulated [Bur79]. Encipherment [FH74]. encoded [FMC78]. encoding [DD68]. ENDF [BD71]. ENDF/B [BD71]. ENEP [SW75]. energy [MS66, Soy71, Tro66b]. enfoque [Vic73, Vic77]. engine [Dic74b]. engineer [CG73, SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63]. Engineering [AI78, FS78, Gro73b, McC67b, Ung69, AHP77, Ban75, CK80, Don71, Gar71, Gro71, Gro73a, Gro73c, KG76, Mac70a, MD64, MD66b, MD68, SM72a, SM72b, Tou70]. Engineers [McC75, CG68, Edw69, GC67, Gol66, Mei69, MS75a, MS68, MS73b, MS73c, MS73e, NL68, SSS77]. English [Hei74]. Enhanced [Gen78, WM77, Dar78, Wol78b]. Enhancement [Mar78b, Int78a]. enhancements [Lam71a]. Enough [Boy74b, Boy67, Boy80]. enseignement [Ano68a]. entre [Ano75a]. Entrées [BDI72]. Entrées-sorties [BDI72]. entry [BD80a]. Enumerating [LT73]. Environment [ACM79, DPR70, KRS78, Moh77, RT77, RCM66, BM74, Dig71c, PP77, Raf79, Wag80b]. Environments [RH76, Hin76]. EP37 [Ent80a]. EP37-01-00 [Ent80a]. EPS [Par77]. epsilon [Mik73]. EQRISK [McG76a]. Equivalencies [Lar63b]. Equation [Ein74, FSC73, Mol72c, Mol72a, Bar77c, BW78a, Car74b, Lee74a]. Equations [Abd80, BH73b, MC80a, MC80b, MC80c, Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, Zoh80, Bar80c, Bra72a, Cha74, CR71, Dif72, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Fic71, Mar71, NM70, NM78, Nav78, Pic66, Pow68, Pow70, Rei72a, SS77a, SS75b, Vic70a, ZT76, Ric73, Kar77]. EQUIL [RCL75]. Equilibrium [PT76, Hol80, PJT76b, PJT76a, RCL75]. Equipment [Hol77]. equivalence [AGG61]. erganzungen [Sch74]. Erlauterungen [Sch74]. Error [Kuk72a, Kuk72b, OF76, BML64, Mal70, WK77]. Errors [IR78, Hei72a]. ES-1022 [AE79]. esercitazioni [Sic74]. Esercizi [BT76a, BG78, Rid68]. esposizione [Sic74]. essential [Har77]. Essentials [Bis75]. Edu72c, Edu72f, Edu72b, Edu72a, Edu72d, GH73, Hir73, McG70, Edu70]. estensioni [Sic74]. Estimate [Gal80, MH75a]. Estimates [AK78]. estimating [New72]. Estimation [Kle78, Bar66, Cha71c, Mac69, MI80, McC69a, Sei75]. Estimator [Ing71]. estructurado [LP79]. etc [Int60a]. ETL [Mis78a]. ETOT [BD71]. Euclidean [Bhu78, Spa73]. Eugene [Int75a]. Eulerian [Die68]. Evalquote [CZ72]. evaluate [DS76, FM76]. Evaluating [Shn77]. Evaluation [HPLG79, Kuk66, Kuk67, Mon78, PB74, Smi80, Wan78, And70, CJ77, Dem69, KGB74, Kal72a, LH65, Mar71, McG76a, O’K64, Par77, PG67, Rad76b, Sch80a]. evaporation [AJ69, Fri71a, Mot66]. Event [PC78a]. evolution [RW76, Tan78a]. Exact [Bak77, Pom74, Pic66, Sch72c]. EXAFS [IA80]. examination [DCHR76a, DCHR76b]. examinations [Her74, Int68b]. example [Org61a, Que77]. examples [Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77c, Wri77d]. exchanger [Saw62]. EXCHNG [Ste76b, Ste76c]. Excursion [Smi70d]. EXEC [LC75, Uni68a]. EXEC-8 [Uni68a]. Executable [KMC72]. executing [Lan80].
File [Ben77, dB59, DW77, Har65b, BD71, IA78, JV67a, JV67b, Lat79, MK73].

File-handling [Har65b]. Files [Cor77, Hon71a, Lju80, MR78, RP74], film [Mei78, Spe66a], films [MC64]. filtering [And73, Kra74]. final [TS73]. Financial [Per72a, Per72b]. Find [Blu78, Wor69]. finding [Li71, Sou71]. Finite [DA68, GH72, Pat73a, Ada78, Cse75, DP76b, LP74, NM70, NM78, PV74].

finite-difference [Ada78]. finite-element [NM70, NM78]. finite-range [PV74]. Finiteness [Wag70]. FINSYS [Thr79]. FINSYS-2 [Thr79]. fire [U. 61, MV66].

Fire-2 [MV66]. First [Sla71, SP70, Bur71, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, Leu79a, Leu79b, Fic71, FM76, HM75, Lot71, PMBK80, Ra71a, Sca71, Spi65, SW79]. Fit [Fut78, Hab72, Sim76b, Sim76a, Tho72a, CJM67, Gut79a, Gut79b, Kat68]. Fitting [Aki74, Cli74a, MA78, Bra72a, CIW78, Cli74b, Cli74c, Din69, GM64, Jam66a, McC71, OG69]. five [Edu72a, Har69, Int57e].

Fixed [RH76]. fizikai [ZF78]. FL [Tou70]. flash [Fri71a, Mot66]. Flex [Pow74].

Flexible [BS61, DW77, Fic73, HPB73, PB73b]. Flexural [O’D65]. FLIBL [Int60a]. flight [MI75a]. FLIP [Gre79]. Floating [Mal72, NC75, Re79, VS80, Bir79, Mal70]. Floating-Point [Mal72, NC75, Re79, VS80, Mal70].

FLOCHT [Fis79]. Florida [Blo68]. Flow [Rej72, Cha79a, Cha80, Leu79b, Der64, Dic74b, Fis79, Ham79a, Holi80, KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, Mei78, vNS63, Ste70, Tho65]. flowchart [Cui80, McM66].


FORDATA [SM75]. FORDOC [BPW72]. foreground [Gen77b, Gen77a]. Forest [Gof74, SK69]. Forex [Rob68]. FORGO [Coc60]. FORLI [Ste76a]. Form [AK80, BK77, Bot75, Bur72, Ken70, Ken80, Sal76]. FORMAC [Bah69, Ber70b, Lud69].

Formal [KM64, Car66, Nag80b]. formalin [LS71b]. Format [Car66, Ran65, Yat71a, Yat71b, Yat71c, Bai63, BD71, BS61, GM64, Gof74, Hea68b, Hig79b, New73, Sal76, Swi64, Ver59, DM66c, Int62a, Int63a, Int63d].

formatted [Car78b], formal [LS71a]. FORMULA [IBM54, Gall77, Kli73]. Formulas [Pie73, Ada78, Cse75, Plo75]. formulation [Cla73a]. FORSIM [Car74b].

FORTAN [She78c]. FORTE [Lem75]. FORTED [Ube76]. FORTLEX [Fel76b].

FORTNEAT [Jam73a]. FORTRAN [Bar71a, Bar74, Bee77a, Bee77b, Bee78, Bee80a, BS64, Bri67, Bru66, Con70, Con73b, Cha72, Dig68, Dig70, Dig71a, Dig71b, Dig71c, Dig72c, Dig74, Dig75b, Dig75e, Dig75g, Dig77e, Dig77f, Dig78a, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig80b, Dig80c, Dat77a, Deu73, Dew72, Die72, Din72, Dre70, Ehr72, Eht66, Fl72a, FRS77, Fri77b, Gen66b, Gen66a, Hew79c, Hew80a, Int71c, Int72j, Int74c, Int74b, Int74d, Int74g, Int76, Int77a, Int78a, Int75a, Joo66b, Jun68, Jun69, Kar77, KKKU78, Kre66a, KTZ67, McC74c, Me72, Mos78, Nak68, Org61a, Owe79, Poo62, Ree73, Ree76, Rin77, Sta69, SS72, Sch74, SGM*67, She59, SS76, Squ70, Ung69, Wil77d, Wu73c, Xer74a, Ame66a, Ame66b, Ame78e, And79a, And79b, Ano67b, Ano80c, Bar72a, Ben80, Tec72, Boy75, But66, Col78a, Col78b, DM66b, Fel75, Flo70a, FJA80b, Gar72, Gar74].

Fortran [Hew80b, HD75, Hen67, Int59e, Int60a, Ina80a, JMG77, Kau65, KC72, Kle68, Kle69, Kle77, Kre66b, Mac70a, ML70b, May73b, MSS78b, New73, Nie72a, Nie72b,
Nor66, Ree75, RS69, Sch78b, Sch67, VP80a, VP80b, Van68a, WD75, Wil80a, Wol68b, ACM76, AB66b, AB66a, Ame78a, Ame78c, Ame78b, Ame78d, ANS78, AB66c, AB66d, AB66e, Ame66c, Ari76, Abd80, Abr72, Ada78, ATW77, AL79, Agh77, AB69a, ABH71, AW73b, All75, ADT67, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70e, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano72c, Ano72d, Ano73, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano78c, Ano80a, Ant80, Ant77, AE79, Arc76, AR78, Arm65, Art75, AS73, Aub76, Bus68, BBC59, BH64, Bac78b, Bac79, Bad77, Bab69, BB64, BH73a, BK77, Bak68, BM79a, Bal69, BCKT79].

FORTRAN [Ban75, Ban78b, BP72, Bar80a, Bar77a, Bar70, Bar76, Bar79b, Bar71b, Bar73b, Bar73c, BSH76, BP77, Bea75, Bee70a, Bee70b, Bee70c, Bee70d, Bee71a, Bee71b, Bee71c, Bee71d, Bee76, Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, BS78, BW78b, BV74, Ben61, BN76, Ber70a, Ber77, Ber64, Ber70b, BC77, BC79, BC72a, Bee75, Bid79, BS80a, Bis75, BL70, Bla79, Bla60, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla69, Blo71, Blo68, Blo70, BY73, Bol76, Bon75, BSC68, Boy74a, Boy76, Boy80, Bra78, BR78, Bre79a, Bre67, BT76b, Bri79, Bri80b, Bro61, Bro71a, Bro71b, Bro73, Bro74, Bro75, BDI72, BS61, BD80b, Bur72, Bur68a, Bur69, Bur67, Bur68b, Bur70b, Bur73a, Bur74, Bur78, Bus67, Con62a, Con62c, Con62b, Con62d, Con64c, Con64b, Con64a, Con64d, Con65, Con66a, Con66b, Con67a, Con67b, Con67c, Con67d, CS71a, CS71b, CS71d, CS75, Can77, Can77, CB69, CCL69, Car66, CL66, CG68, CG73, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, Car78a, Car78b, Cas62, Can79, CJ78, Cha79a, Cha71b, Cha76, Cha77, Cha70, CW75, CP80, C77a, pC79, CK80, CW78, CR74, Cla78, CHT76a, Cha68, Cha80, Cle68, Cle70, Cli78a, Cli78b, CW63, Cle72, Cod67, CZ72, Coh66, Coh74, Col75, Col76, Con71a, Con73a, Con76d, Con77c, Coo72, Coo76a, Cor60].

FORTRAN [Cor61, Cor77, CS68, CS71e, CS72, Con75, CS77c, Con70, Cra76, Cra68, CL70, CD68G, CD73, CD80a, CD80b, C75, CL80, Dig64, Dig72a, Dig75a, Dig75c, Dig75d, Dig76b, Dig76a, Dig76c, Dig77a, Dig77c, Dig77b, Dig77d, Dig79b, Dig80a, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80f, Dig80g, Dat67a, Dat75, Dat77b, Dat78, Dat79, Dat73, Dat74, DS76a, DH78, Dat72, DCH76b, Leu79a, Leu79b, DS62, Dsa71, Dsa77, Dsa74a, Dsa74b, Dee74c, Dee74d, Dee71, Der64, Dey76, DS76, DS72, Dic74b, Dic72, Dig69, Din69, DO79, Doc72, Doc79, Don71, DG68, DG70, DM66c, Dra64, Dre72, Dre75b, DG75, Dun77, Dun80, Dun75b, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Dur80, DS75, E67, Edu70, Edu72c, Edu72f, Edu72e, Edu72b, Edu72a, Edu72d, ES74a, Edg79, EB80, El77, Elk65, EO66, Ent80a, Ent63, Era77, Esa80, EKM74, ER79, Fed70, Fed87, Flo78a].

FORTRAN [Fan65, FB79, Fel76a, Feu77, Fic73, FPB72, Fin72a, Fin72b, Fin77, Fis78, Fis71, Fis76, Fit74, Fit75, Fl71, Fl70b, Fl70a, FB73, For71, For74, For78, For70, For73, For75, For79, Fox75, Fox78b, FB69, FK76, FK77a, FK77b, FGH75, FGH80b, FH71, Fri71a, Fri75b, FLM70, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, Fri80, Fro63, Ful73, Ful77, Gra70b, Gen67, Gen80a, Gen80b, Gen73, Gen77b, Gen77a, Gen66c, Gen70a, Gen70b, Gen69, Gen80c, Gal75, Gal78, Gal73, GM64, Gar71, GH72, Gav76, Gea78, Gel69, Gil77b, Gil70, GHT73, Gle62, Gof74, Gol68b, Gol65a, Gol76, Gom79, GM73,
Gor64, Got73, Gra70a, GO75a, GO75b, Gre75, Gro68b, Gro71, Gro73a, Gro73c, Gro73d, Gut71, Gut73, Gut79a, Gut79b, Gut76a, Gut76b, Hyd66b, Hew71, Hew74, Hew76b, Hew76a, Hew79a, Hew79b, Hai65].

FORTRAN
[HW72, Hal72, Ham79b, Ham69, HRH78, Ham74, Han60, Han74a, HI80, Har68a, Har69, Har80, Har66a, Har78, Har65b, Has78, Has67, HV74, HLS73, HB63, Hae68a, Hae79, Hae68b, Hee63, Hee70, Hee72a, Hee64, Hee63, HPBT3, Hs69, Her72a, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HO64, Her64, HM64, Her78, Her69, Her70, Her72b, Her74, dPW80, HW75, Hig78, Hig75, Hig79b, Hil69, Hig79b, Hil79c, Hil70, Hin76, Hir73, His75, Ho73, Ho72, Ho73, Hob67, HD78a, Hjo70, HP74, Ho71, Hol80, HK75, Hol77, HH77a, HH80, Hol67, Hol68, Hon73d, Hon75a, Hon76, Hon70b, Hon72a, Hon73b, Hon75d, Hon75e, Hon77a, Hon77b, Hon79b, Hor68, Hon71, HH70, HN58, HPR77, Hug77, HH78, HcL78, Hun74, Hun76, Hur77, HF78, IBM56, Int57a, Int57c].

FORTRAN
[Int57e, Int58, Int59a, Int59b, Int59d, Int59f, Int60b, Int60c, Int61g, Int61a, Int61b, Int61d, Int61e, Int61f, Int62a, Int62b, Ow62, Int62d, Int62c, Int63j, Int63a, Int63k, Int63b, Int63i, Int63m, Int63c, Int63n, Int63d, Int63o, Int63p, Int63f, Int63e, Int63g, Int63i, Int64a, Int64g, Int64e, Int64d, Int64f, Int65a, Int65b, Int65f, Int65d, Int65c, Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int66a, Int67c, Int67c, Int67c8, Int68d, Int68f, Int68g, Int8, IBM68, Int68h, Int68i, Int68a, Int68k, Int68j, Int68b, Int69a, Int69b, Int69c, Int78b, Int78c, Int70a, Int70b, Int70c, Int71a, Int71e, Int71h, Int71f, Int71g, Int71b, Int71a, Int71j, Int71d, Int71e, Int72a, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72i, Int72h, Int72g, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Int73a, Int73b, Int74a, Int74b, Int74f, Int74e, Int75b, Int75e, Int75c, Int75f, Int75d, Int77b, Int79, Int80a, Int71k, Int78d, Ins64, Int80b, Ins76a, Ins76b, IA78].

FORTRAN
[Ind60, Int75a, Irv60, Isa73, Lj79, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jaf72, Jam73a, JSW77a, JSW77b, JK78, JK74, Jef77, Joh80, JID80, Joh71, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh72, JS74, Joh74, Joh76, Jon76, Joy77, Joy87, KL64, Kah66, Kah80b, KM73a, Kal72a, Kal72b, Kal71, Kal72c, KW71, Kan71, KN72, Kat68, KM73b, KM77a, K77b, Kaa78, KP70a, Kee75, Kei69, KS68, Ker72, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, KQ74, Kie66, Kri79, Kir73, Kni76a, Kni76b, Kno72, Kno70, Knu71, KG72, K74, K77, Kaa74, KW75, KS74, KS75b, KMC72, KBC74, Kuk66, Kuk67, KA71, KT68, KT71, Knu74, KR78, Lea70, Lal75, Lap78, Lar73a, Lar73b, Lar63a, LTB80, LT75, Lau80, LK74, LG66, LA77, L78, Lea67, Lea80, Lea75, Lea64, Lec68, Led75, Lea69, Lea74c, LB78].

FORTRAN
[Lem75, Len74, Lep76, Les72, Les73, Lew63, Lew79a, Lew80a, LP71, LM70, Li68, LP79b, LB70, Lit74, Ljo80, LV77, Lov68, Lin77, LV73, Lj71b, Lj71a, LO77, Lye80, Lyn63, Lyo74, LS75, LHL80a, LHL80b, U78, Mas60, Mis78b, Mas71, MS74a, Mac64, Mac76, Mac68a, Mac76b, Mac71, MI75a, MIS80, MW69, MRS73, Mal77, Man64, MM65, MH71a, MH71b, Man72b, Man63, Mar77b, Mar88a, MP73, MS69, Mar88b, MH72, MH73, Mat72a, Mat72b, MA78, MG71, Maz77, MCA77b, MT75, Mc77c, Mc77a, Mc77b, Mc68b, Mc76a, MS64, Mc66c, Mc66d, Mc66b, Mc76a, MAC64, MD64, MD66a, MD68, MD73, Mc78f, MK70, Mc70, MCG67, MEC68, MEC74, MP79, Mei69, Mei71, Mei75a, Mei76, Mei77, Mei78, MP65, MSR66, MS77b, M78a].

FORTRAN
[Mer78c, Mer74, Mer58a, Mer60a, Mer60b, Mes74, Met80, MS71, Mic79a, Mic79b, Mik73, Mil68, Mil74a, MI75b, MM75, MU75, M78a, Mit65, Moe69, Moe71b, Mon77b, Mon79, Moo71, Moe60, Moo77, MT80, Mor70, Mor79, MC80a, MM69, Mor75, Mor71, Mos64, Mt.79,
Mue66, Mul80a, Mur77c, Mur77a, Mur77b, Mur80, Mur70, Mur66, Mur71, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, Mye73, Nat70a, NCR69, Nih69, Nag78, Nag80a, Nak77, NM78, Nav78, Nee75, NC75, New67, NS69, New72, New76, NY78, Nic75b, Nic75c, Nic80a, Nic90c, Nie68, Nie71, Nir69, Nis78, Nol71, NSB71, Nor63, Noro, NM74, Nut78, Nut76, NL68, O'D65, O'D74, O'K64, OLS66, O'N74, OK2, Oli70, Org61b, Org63, Org66b, Osi75, Osi77, Ost62, Ost64].

FORTRAN

[Ove72, Ovi77, Owe65a, Owe65b, Owe79, PD80b, Par77, PB73a, PTM77, Par70, Pat74, Paw65a, Paw65b, Pay64, PG67, PB73b, Pen68, PH63, PNK65a, PNK65b, PC71a, PC71b, Per72a, Per72b, Per80, PCR76, PS74, Pet80, Pfe76, Pfe77, Pfc66, Pfe67, PN7, Plo75, Plo77, Pla61, Pla63, Plu65, PN68c, PN68a, PN68b, PJT76b, PJ77a, PC78b, PC64, Pol78, PS78, Pra70, Pri77a, Pri77b, PK69, Pl64, Pl62, Py763, Que71, Que77, Rad70, Rad63, Rad80, Rad74, Rad76, RP74, Rap60a, Rap60b, Rap66b, Rap66e, Rap66d, Rat72, Rau78, Raw77, Ree68, Ree71, Ree72, Rei72b, Rei72a, Ren65, Rey69, RR70, Ric73, Rid79, Rin79, Rob62, Rob67b, RST2, Roc70, Rod76, RE75, RMM69, RSD65, RR73c, Rot71, Row76, Rub69b, RB76].

FORTRAN [RB76c, Rul68b, Rus79, Ser71, Sci64, Sys73a, Sys73b, SIG76, Ste80, Sab76, SG67, Oli71, Sak64a, Sak64b, Sak65, Sak70, Sak79, Sal71b, Sal76, Sal70, SD66, ST73a, San74, Sas69, Sca70, Sca71, SM72b, Sch77, SA73, SS70, Sch80, Sch69, Sch70b, Sch72b, SB78, Sco78, Sea80, Sea79a, Kan68, Sei75, Sha76, Sha65, Sha71a, Sha71b, She78a, SR73, She78e, She78b, SDZ80a, SDZ80b, Sh76a, Sh76b, Sho80, Shu69, Shu75, Sil61, Sil71, Sim66, Sin78, Ske79, SP78, Sle75, Sni78, Sni63a, Sni63b, Sni67a, Sni71a, Sj72, Sni73a, SM75, SH78, Sni79, Sni80, Sol64, Som71, Sou67, Sou68, Soy71, ST73b, Spa75b, Spa75c, Spa79b, Spe69a, Spe69b, Spe70a, Spe77a, Spe77b, Spe77c, Spe78a, Spe67, Spe69c, Spe9, Spe70b, Spe73a, Spe73b, Spe74a, Spe74b, Spe76a, Spe76b, Spe78b].

FORTRAN [Spe79, Spe80c, Spe84, SR72, Spi80, Sta65, Sta60, SMM65, Ste76a, Ste70, Ste72a, Ste60a, Ste60b, SG78, Ste73, Ste74, SS74, Ste60c, SS78b, SD73, Ste72b, Ste78a, Ste78p, Sis62, Sis72, Sto67, SD72, Str78, SM73b, Swa72, SS79a, SS75a, SS75b, Sve87, Swi72, Swi64, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Taj65, Tan78a, Tan78b, Tan80a, TH64, Tay68, Tay67, Tel80, TH62, Tan77, Tho68, Tho72, TC70, Tho68, Thr79, Tip67, Tju68, Tok68, Tor69, TR77, TB80, Tre66a, Tre66b, TB65, TD78, jT79, Tur73, T80, CT75, Tym68, Tym70, Un69a, Un69c, Un68b, U. 61, Un68a, Un75a, Un68a, Un74b, Uni70, Upc72, VP76, Van66, Van73b, Var77, Vas72, Veg71, Veg74, Vei66, VS80, Ver59, Vic64, VAB62, Vin75].

FORTRAN [Vow74, Vow77, Vow78, VP75, Wag75, Wag80b, Wal68, Wal70, WPK78, WG75, Wal76, WM60, Weg66, Wei75, Wei67, Wei66a, Wei66b, WK77, Wes69, Wet80, Whi68, Whi68b, Wid79, Wie75, Wil69, Wil72a, Wil76c, Wil77a, Wil77c, Wil74, Wis69, WS73, Wit74, Wol78b, Won76, Wwo77a, Wwo77b, Woor76a, Wri66, Wuy73b, Wuu77a, Wuu77b, Xer70c, Xer70b, Xer71b, Xer71c, Xer71a, Xer73, Xer74b, Xer75a, Xer75b, Xer75c, Xer76a, Xer76b, Yar62, Yor64, YP80, Yur76, Zaa69, Zaf73, ZSF78, Zim69, ZSD80, ZSW76, ZSW77, ZSW79, Zoh72, Zor68, vM79, ANS69c, ANS71a, ANS76a, AM79f, ANS69a, ANS71b, ANS76b, A679, Ack64, ART2, Air77, AD73, AM72, AK80, Ail67, AK77, And64a, And64b, And66, And70, And73, An64, An67, An68a, An70c, An70d, An72a].

Fortran [An72b, An72e, An74b, An74c, An74a, An76a, An77a, An77b, An77c, An78a,
Ano78b, Ano78d, Ano79, Ano80b, Ano80d, AB68, AB69b, AI79, Ars64, Aye80, Aye63, Bac72, Bac66, Bac80, Bai62, Bai63, Bai72a, Bai72, Bai77, BB72, BB77a, BB78, BM79b, Ban78c, Ban78a, BF72, BM74, Bar61, Bar77c, BW78a, Bar79a, Bar75, Bar72b, Bar66, BD71, Bec73, Bec72, Bec80b, Bec75, BG78, Ben77, Ben87, Ben69, Bez73, Bit75, BCE77, Bla67, Bla71, Blu78, Blu65, Bla69, Bob70, Bod77, BJ77, BY78, Bog74, Bog80, BKK+80, Boi78, Boi75, Bom67, BC67, BT76a, BP78, Bor67, Bor69, BK75, Bra72a, Bra77, BGG78, Bra79, Bra72b, Bra72c, Bra74, Bre75, Bre76a, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, Bur71, Bur70a, Bur73b, Bur79, BE69, BML62, BML64]. Fortran [Con69c, Con71d, Con72b, Con73d, Con74, Con75d, Con77b, Cor79, Con69, CC70, Cad71, Cad79, CS71c, Car77, CF60, dC73, Car69, Car74b, CJ77, Car79a, Car79b, Car79c, CN77b, CM66, Cha67, CR79, CR73, Cha79b, CI78, Cla73a, Cle66, CF71, Con80, Coc80, CC74, CJ67, Col80a, CS61, CS62, Col80b, Com80a, CA78, Con79e, Coo69, CS71b, CS76, CS77b, Con76, Cra75, Cra80, CDG70, Cri77, CR71, Dig72b, Dig75f, Dig79a, Dat67b, DM75, DW70, DS77, Dar78, Dat66, DvC69, DS66, Dav70, Dav72a, DW71, Day72a, Day72b, Day72c, DCHR76a, Day78, Day79, DPR70, De 72, Den69, Den80, DS67b, DP73, DP74a, DP77, Did78, Die74a, Die74b, Die76, Dii79, DM66a, DM67, DM72b, Doc76, DH79, DG67, DM72c, Dor79, DR70, Dre67, DB68, DB69]. Fortran [DB70, Dre75a, Dub77, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Dun75a, Dun79, Dun74, DT74, Ele68, EF76, Edw69, Edw73, Edw76a, Edw76b, Ein76, Ell78, Ell80, Emb78, Eng74, Eng75, Epp74, EP67, ESD68, Far66, Far74, Far76, Fat78, Fed63, FMC78, Feh68, Fel76b, Fel79, Fer60, Fer63, Fel71, FP75, Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72c, Fin72c, Fis79, Fis70, Fis70, FM76, Fle70, Fle72, FS78, FS80, Fos74, Fox64, Fox67, Fra77, Fra79, Fre76, Fre74, Fri70, FGH80a, Ful74, Fut78, Gaf77, Gab79, Gab80, Gaj66, GKB74, Gar63, Gar65, Mer77, GHG60, Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Gil77a, GMPW79, Gil60, GC67, Gin78a, Gin78b, Gol66, Gol68a, Gol65b, Go64, Got72, Gre77, Gre79, Gro68a, Gro70, Gro69, Gro73b, Gue73a, Gun77, Gut75, Hyd66a, Haa65, Haa69a, Haa69b, Hal65]. Fortran [Hal69, HV66, HL70, HRH76, Han72a, Han72b, HDN74, Han78, Han67, Han74b, Han75, HW76, Har63, Har64a, Har64b, Har65a, Har65c, Har71, Har73, Har66b, Har77, Har66c, Har68b, Har74, Hat78, HDBP68, HG66, Hei63, Hei66, He72b, Hem70, Her71, Hig79a, Hill73, Hill79a, Hol70, Hol72, Hon70a, Hon75b, Hon72b, Hon71a, Hon71b, Hon73a, Hon74, Hon75c, Hon79a, Hor65, Hou62, HPR78, Hut72, Hul73, HD78b, HH77b, HH79b, Hut80, Huy77, Int57b, Int57d, IBM68, Int59c, Int60a, Int61c, Int63b, Int67a, Int64b, Int64e, Int65c, Int66b, Int67b, Int68e, Tab66, Int66j, Ins70, Ins74, Ima80b, IMA80, Ing71, Am77, Ise78, Izz73, Jet74, Jac75, Jac73a, Jac78, Jac79, Jah80, Jak73, Jam66a, JSW67, JSW70, JOW72, Jam78, Jam66b, Jam70, Je73, Jam75, Jay80, Jet79, Jn69]. Fortran [JW67a, JW77b, Jv68, JCMS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, Jon64, Jul75, KPG63, Kah80a, Kan79, Kan77, Kar73, Kar76, Kar68, Kat78a, Kat78b, Kan69, Kan78, KC60, KP70b, Ken70, KS70, Ken74, KS75a, Ken80, Ken65, Ker70, Ker75a, Ker75b, Ker80, Knu68, KG68, Knu70, Knu75a, Kn67b, Kra72b, KS72a, KS72b, Kru71, KR69, Kro75, Kro67, Kru68, Jac78, KBC+73, KM73c, Kuo73, KRB77, Lam71a, Lam71b, Lam71c, LG73, Lam74, Lam77, LG78, Lam80, LT76, LP73, Lam72a, Lam72b, LMP77, LS71a, LS71b, Lar67a, Lar67b, Lar67c, Lar69, Lar83b, Las71, Lat79, LML69, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, LB77, LCC66a, LCC66b, LC78, LW66, Lee77b, Lee72, Lee74a, LB68, LH65, Len74, Lev72, Lev71, Lew80b, Lim78,
Lip77, Lip78, LP78, LPJ79a, LP79]. **Fortran**

[LM76, LG74, LGF75, dMdF73, Lot71, Lou67, Lou74, Low76, Lue66, 1ALT2, LR77, Lyyo80, Ly75, Mas62, Mac70a, Mac73, Mac69, Mac74, MV66, ML70a, MG68, MGL73, Man72a, Man71, Man69, Man74, MG70, MI64, Mar77a, Mar71, MP72, MR78, MS77a, MS78, Mar80, MW71a, M77b, May73a, Maz78, McA77a, MW75, Mc67a, Mc68a, Mc70b, Mc74a, Mc78a, MM58, Mc79, Moc70, Mod74, Moh77, Mol71, Mol72b].

**Fortran** [LM76, LG74, LGF75, dMdF73, Lot71, Lou67, Lou74, Low76, Lue66, 1ALT2, LR77, Lyyo80, Ly75, Mas62, Mac70a, Mac73, Mac69, Mac74, MV66, ML70a, MG68, MGL73, Man72a, Man71, Man69, Man74, MG70, MI64, Mar77a, Mar71, MP72, MR78, MS77a, MS78, Mar80, MW71a, M77b, May73a, Maz78, McA77a, MW75, Mc67a, Mc68a, Mc70b, Mc74a, Mc78a, MM58, Mc79, Moc70, Mod74, Moh77, Mol71, Mol72b].

**Fortran** [LM76, LG74, LGF75, dMdF73, Lot71, Lou67, Lou74, Low76, Lue66, 1ALT2, LR77, Lyyo80, Ly75, Mas62, Mac70a, Mac73, Mac69, Mac74, MV66, ML70a, MG68, MGL73, Man72a, Man71, Man69, Man74, MG70, MI64, Mar77a, Mar71, MP72, MR78, MS77a, MS78, Mar80, MW71a, M77b, May73a, Maz78, McA77a, MW75, Mc67a, Mc68a, Mc70b, Mc74a, Mc78a, MM58, Mc79, Moc70, Mod74, Moh77, Mol71, Mol72b].
FORTRAN- [Rin77, Tec72].
FORTRAN-80 [Sch79b]. Fortran-Based [Ina80a, O’N74, Ina80b, Ree79].
Fortran-Basis [Nie72a, Nie72b].
Fortran-based [Nie72a, Nie72b].
FORTRAN-Coded [Kno72, Kno75b, Kno75a].
Fortran-Compiled [GHG60].
Fortran-Dubna [Kar76]. FORTRAN-IV [Ano68c, CW73a, SDH74].
FORTRAN-Like [BCKT79, KMC72, Ste75b].
FORTRAN-Programmen [Jun69, KTZ67]. FORTRAN-programs [BD80b].
FORTRAN-Standards [Fri75b].
Fortran-Training [Pau71b]. Fortran-Triplex-Pre-Compiler [BJ77].
FORTRAN [Ame66c]. FORTRAN/ [Bid79, Con64c, Hew76b, Hew79b, PN68c].
FORTRAN/ANSI [Ano78d].
FORTRAN/MASTER [Con69a].
FORTRAN/RT [Dig76b, Dig77c].
FORTRAN/RT-11 [Dig76b, Dig77c].
FORTRANe [Cal78, DG78, Lam78].
FORTRANe-IV [Cal78]. FORTRANIE [ATW77].
FORTRANAN [Ame66c]. FORTRAN/ [Bid79, Con64c, Hew76b, Hew79b, PN68c].
FORTRAN/ANSI [Ano78d].
G [Din72, Flo70b, FJA80a, FJA80b, Joh66a, Jun69, SS68b, Dea71, Dea77, Int66i, Int70c, Int72k, Int72n, Int73b, Int75a, Ste73].
G1 [Bar71a, SS68b, Whi71].
G5 [Int71i, Int71j, Int72b, Int72c, Int72h].
Gamma [Kuk72a, Kuk72b, CL80, Ful74, Cha67].
GC [Gra70b]. GC-10 [Gra70b]. GCARS [Tur69a, Tur69b].
Gaussian [Bre74, Pie73, SA74, She78e, She78b, She78d, She78e, Win74].
GC [Gra70b]. GC-10 [Gra70b]. GCARS [Tur69a, Tur69b].
Gaussian [Bre74, Pie73, SA74, She78e, She78b, She78d, She78e, Win74].
Gebrauch [Dre70]. General [Bro80, Fel76b, Har78, Int57c, Int61a, Int63a, Nie72c, PC78a, See75, Agh77, BK77, Bla79,
But66, Cal69d, Dat73, DS67b, EH68, Ent80a, Ent80b, Fel75, Fle70, HN70, Int63k, Int63b, MI80, MA78, MM69, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, MS75d, Sak79, Sou71, Wei73.  

general-purpose [EH68].  

Generalisation [Par75]. Generalised [Zak77, Hat78].  

generalizability [Bre79a]. Generalized [Ban78b, Ban78c, Ban78a, Bor69, Rey69, Zoh72].  

generate [Cse75, Dic74b]. Generated [Lew73, Her74, Soy71].  

generates [Hun74]. Generating [DD68, JR76, MS73a, TT80, Lan80, Pan70].  

Generation [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Hon76, HK72, Les72, Sti72, Bro80, Leu79a, Leu79b, ES75, Fri69, Han78, Hug77, JM76, Kan71, KG76, Kro75, RB76b, RB76c, RZB77]. Generator [NO75, Ano70c, Cle66, Gro69, Kir79, MB68a, MB68b, NO72, Ove72, U. 61].  

Gentle [CA78, Con79e]. geochemical [Hei70]. geographic [LML69, Plv77].  


geometric [BM80]. geometrical [BM80]. geometry [Hun76, Whi68].  

German [KTZ67, Ant72, Kas74, WS71].  

GHX [RG68]. Given [JR76, Spe80a, MP72, Sid72a, Sid72b].  

global [DS75]. Go [Int72b, Col75, Int71d, Int72f, Int74a, Sil61].  


GPAK [Hun76]. GPSS [MS78b, Nie72a, Nie72b, Sch80d, Sch80c, Sch77, Sch78b, Sch78a, Sch80b].  

GPSS-Fortran [MS78b, Sch77, Sch78a, Sch80b, Sch78b]. Grade [New75, TS73]. gradient [Ber70b]. graduate [Fal74]. Grammar [MR73, Mac73, Rau78]. Graph [JR75, Rej72, Squ70]. Graphical [WM77, Gra70b, SW75].  


groups [BK74]. growth [SK69]. GSPC [WPK78]. GT [Hol77]. GT-44 [Hol77]. guidance [Zor68]. Guide [Bee79e, Bri67, Bru66, Eit66, Fly73, McC62, McC72a, McC72b, McC74e, Pace69, Pan70, ZN79a, ZN79b, Ari76, AD73, AK77, Ano68b, Con68c, Con72b, Con73d, Con76a, Con76b, Con76c, Con77b, Con79a, CW78b, Dig75c, Dig75g, Dig76c, Dig77f, Dig78a, Dig78c, Dig79a, Dig80b, Dig80c, Dig80d, Dig80f, De76, FMC78, Fin77, Fin78, Flv78b, Fra79, Gen80c, Got73, Hew79a, Han69b, HBE80, Hei72b, dPW80, Hig79b, Hon75a, Hon72b, Hon72a, Hon72b, Hug77, Hun76, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int67c, Int68g, Int8, Int70b, Int70c, Int71d, Int72b, Int72k, Int72m, Int73b, Int74d, Int75c, Int75d, Int75a, Jac73c, Key73c, Lew79a, Lew80a, LJ71b, Mac68a, Mac68b, MHH71b, Mc661, Mc664b, Mc665a, Mc665b, MC67c, MC67e, MC67f, MS79, Mt.79, New73, PJT76b, PC64, PoI65a, Pol65b, Pri77a, Pri77b, Rei72b, Shn77]. guide [SF72, The68, Tho71, Uni69b, Uni73, Uni74a, Uni79, Uni80b, Bee80c].  

guide/release [Dig80b, Dig80d]. guiding [CS77a]. gyros [Wil72a].
holocaust [Smi70h, Smi73c]. homme
[Gro68a, Gro70]. homme-machine
[Gro68a, Gro70]. homogeneous
[Hol67, Hol68]. Homogenisation [Sch80f]
Homogenisation/blending [Sch80f].
Honeywell [GS71, Mar78a]. horizontal
[Bom67]. host [Sof80]. hour [New72].
hoursy [PC67, RPE79]. Household [Sad72].
Householder [Mue66]. housing [BM74].
Houston [IEE79]. HP [Hew71, Hew76b].
HQR3 [Ste76b, Ste76c]. Isieh [Ano72d].
HSPF [Joh80, JID80]. HSSR [SDZ80b].

IBM. [BDI72, Kra74, MS71]. i.e
[ATW77, Bit75, Dre67, Dre75b, Uni78].
I.T.S. [Wit74]. I/O [Bai72b]. IAS [Dig78a].
IAS/RSX [Dig78a]. iazyk [Kar76]. iazyke
[SM76a]. IBJOB [Ber64].
IBM
[Boy75, Fel75, Rin77, ADT67, And64a]
[Ano64, Bac54, Bac56, Bar66, Bar73c, Ben69,
Ber70a, Bla69, BC67, Bri68b, Bro71a, Bro73,
CC70, Cla78, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cle68,
Cod67, CJM67, CS61, Com60a, DS66,
DS67a, Dea71, Dea77, Den71, Ent63, FF75,
Fox64, Fro63, Gar65, Gen66a, Goo64, Gre75,
HW67, Hee63, HG67, Hil70, Hor65, Hou62,
HN58, Hug69, Int57b, Int57a, Int57c, Int57d,
interpret [vM76]. interpretation [RPE79].
Interpretationen [Rin77]. interpreter [Blo71, Hea68b, Mar66, WS73].
Interpreteur [BM73]. Interpreting [CZ72]. Interpretative [TR77].
Interval [BS75, Gin78a, Jet79, Pat73a, RIAS78, RR73b, Yol78, Yol79a, Yol80]. Intervall [Ben80].
Intervall-Fortran-Präcompiler [Ben80]. Intervallarithmetik [Neh74].
Introduccion [Car78a, Cou75, DM72b, FS80, dMdF73, Wei73]. Introducing [Smi78, BC70].
Introduction [Ano78c, Ano80b, Bee75, BCE77, Bla67, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla71, BC72b, Car68, CW71, Car69, Car74a, Car79a, Car79b, Car79c, Chl73, CM79, kC80, CA78, Con79e, CW71, Dic74a, Dic68, DS72, DM66a, DM67, Din73, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, DLS79, FS78, FB69, Gen70b, Gra79, Gre77, HRR76, HRR78, Har70, Hol70, Hol71, Hui65, HD78b, Isc78, JI79, Ja77, Jan73b, Kal71, Kal72c, Kan77, Kar77, KC72, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, KH75, Kre66a, LK74, LP71, Lim78, Lu66, MW69, MS69, Mau72a, Mc67a, Mcd80, Mes73, MS73d, MS75b, Nak68, Nir69, O'b75, Per75, Pet74, Plo64, PC78b, Pra65, Que71, RR73a, Rul66b, Sch73, Tur73, Vin75, Wal72, Wde64, Bar70, BS73a, BW78b, Cle68, CS62, Dun80, Edw69, ER79, Fis71, Int77b, Int784, Jaf72, Jaf79, Jam73b, Jan78, MG68].
Introduction [MGL73, Mur80, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, MS75d, Nyd68, Ob71, Oll71, Rau68, SS68a, San73, SB78, Shn69, SM66a, SM66b, Tho72b, WB71, Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77e, Wri77d, Wu73a, DM66b].

Introductory

[INT59c, Jac73a, Kir73, MS74b, Pen70, AHP77, Bau79, Coo76b, Dun75b, ES78, Her74, Jac73c, Jac73b, Kha76, Kha77, New75, Nut78, OR77, Pin73, Shn77, Sol78].

Introduzione [LMP77]. invalid [BH73a].

Invariant [Ste78a, Ste78b, McC71].

Inventarisierung [Sto76]. inventory [Hyd66b]. Inversion

[DA68, Mur71, Fit74, Kar73, Mar71].

Investigation [Bec73, Mag71, Spa75b]. investigations [Ham79a]. involved [Wil76c]. involving

[CK80, Mc77d, Ste72a, Wei75]. ionization [Kol74]. IPI [Fis71]. irasa [Kor77]. IRIS

[Int75a]. IRIS/TCDMS [Int75a]. irradiated [U. 61]. irradiation [H65].

irredundant [Coc80]. irregularly

[Jan66a]. ISO [Ano77c]. Isolation [Wag70]. isometric [Wra70]. isotopic [Sm79].

Issues [VP80b, VP80a]. Iteration

[GF65, Nik78]. Iterative [Kau69, KG80]. ITPACK [KGY80]. ITRAN [M173a]. IV

[And79a, And79b, Bri67, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cod67, Dig80a, Die72, DM66b, Ehr72, Elt66, Hen70, Ini68b, Joh66b, Kar77, Mee72, Mil73b, Mil75, MM75, Nie72a, Nie72b, Rec73, Rec75, Spe80d, SG78, Whi68, Wra70, Con79e, Ari76, AM72, And64b, And66, And73, Ano64, Ano68c, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano72b, Ano72e, Ano73, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ant77, Ars64, Art75, Ban75, Bar80a, BM74, Bar71a, Bar66, BP74, BD71, Bec75, BS64, Ben69, Ber70a, Ber64, BC72a, Bez73, Bi75, Bit75, Bla67, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla69b, Bla71, BY73, Bog74, Bog80, BC67, BCS68, BK75, Bre79a, BD72, Bru66, Bur68a, Bur69, Cad71, Cad79, Cal69a, Cal78, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, CB69, CCL69, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b].

IV

[CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, dC71, Car69, Chi73, CK80, CPR75, Cha68, Clo72, Col78a, Col78b, CS68, CS72, CS76, Cou76, CDG68, CDG70, CDG73, CDG80a, Dig68, Dig70, Dig71a, Dig71b, Dig71c, Dig72c, Dig74, Dig75b, Dig75a, Dig75c, Dig75e, Dig75g, Dig77e, Dig77f, Dig78a, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79a, Dig80b, Dig80c, Dat75, Dat77a, Dat77b, Dat67b, DW70, Dw66, DW71, Leu79a, Leu79b, Dea71, Dea77, Dem69, Den71, DS72, DM66a, DM67, DM72b, Doc72, Doc76, Doc79, DM72c, DR70, Dre67, DB68, DB69, Dre70, DB70,
Dre72, Dre75a, Dre75b, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Ele68, Edw69, Edw73, Ent80a, EP67, ESD68, EKM74, Far66, Far74, FMC78, FPB72, Fin72a, FP75, Fin68, Fin72b, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, Fla71, For71, For74, For75, Fox67, FGH75, FGH80a, FGH80b, Gra70b]. IV

[Gen66b, Gen73, Gen77b, Gen69, GKB74, Gar71, Gen66a, Gol66, Gol65a, Gol76, Got72, Got73, GO75a, GO75b, Gue73a, Hew74, Hew79c, Hew80b, Hal69, Ham69, HRH76, HRH78, Han74b, Han75, HW67, Har68a, Har64a, Har65a, Har71, Har73, HV74, HDBP68, HD75, Hei70, Hem70, HPB73, Her69, Hir73, Hob67, Hol70, Hol71, Hol67, Hol68, Hon73b, Hon74, Hor68, Int63o, Int63p, Int64d, Int65c, Int65d, Int65f, Int65g, Int66b, Int66d, Int66e, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int66j, Int66k, Int67a, Int67b, Int68d, Int68e, Int68f, Int68g, Int68h, Int68i, Int68j, Int68k, Int68l, Int68m, Int68n, Int68o, Int68p, Int68q, Int68r, Int68s, Int68t, Int68u, Int68v, Int68w, Int68x, Int68y, Int68z, Int68a, Int68b, Int69b, Int69c, Int70b, Int70c, Int71e, Int71f, Int71g, Int71h, Int71i, Int71j, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int72h, Int72i, Int72j, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Int72o, Int72p, Int73a, Int73b, Int73c, Int74c, Int74d, Int74f, Int74g, Int75c, Int75f, Int75d, Int76, Int77a]. IV

[Gen79, Int75a, Izz73, Jac73a, Jac73c, Jac73d, Jaf72, Jaf78, Jaf79, Jah80, Jam66a, Jam70, JcK73, Jam75, JVV76b, JVV96b, Job74, JCMS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, JMG77, Kah66, Kan77, Kar73, KS68, KS70, Ken74, KS75a, Ker72, Key73a, Key73b, Key73c, Key73d, KQ74, Kle68, Kle69, Kle77, Kli70, Kru67, Kru68, Jac78, Lam71b, Lam71c, LG73, Lam74, Lam77, LG78, Lam78, Lan72a, Lan72b, Lar63a, LB66a, Lea64, Lec66b, Lec68, LW66, Lee67b, Lee69, Lee72, LB68, LH65, LB70, LG75, dMD73, Lou74, Lu66, LJ71b, LJ71a, Mas62, MW69, MV66, MGL73, Man72b, MG70, Mat72a, MA78, MG71, May73a, MW75, MT75, MC70a, MC70b, MC74a, MC74b, MC69a, MC65a, MC67c, MC72a, MC73, MC78e, MK70, McG67, McL73, Mei68, Mei69, Mes74]. IV

[MS71, MS66, Mon77b, Mon79, MM69, Mos78, Mon70, Mt.79, Mul68a, Mul68b, Mul70b, Mur71, MS68, MS70b, MS70c, MS73b, MS73c, MS73e, MS75c, MS75b, MS75d, MSS78b, NM70, NM78, Nav78, New73, NL75, Nol71, Nyd88, O'D74, OLS66, Obr71, Oja70, OG69, Org66a, Org72, OM74, Osi75, Osi77, Owe79, Par70, Pat74, PB73b, Pen68, Per77, Per72a, Per72b, PH71, Phel67, Phi71a, Phi71b, PMBK80, PJT76b, PJT76a, PC78b, PC64, Pol65a, Pol65b, Pre70, Pri69, Pri75, Raj77, Rah71b, Rey69, RR70, RG77, RM69, Ros73, Rot71, Ru66a, Ru68a, RFP73, Sta69, Sys73a, Sys73b, SG67, Oli71, Sal70, Sal77b, Sal78, ST73a, Sua74, Sua74b, SK69, Sch68, Sch74, Sec75, Kan68, Ser72, SST72, SGM67, Sha76, She78a, SR73, SDH74, Sia75, Sid72a]. IV

[Sid72b, Sik71, Sil71, SS76, SM73a, Smi66, SH78, Sou67, Sou68, Spa75b, Spe69a, Spe69b, Spe66a, Squ70, Ste72a, SM66a, Ste74, SP70, Ste75b, SD73, SM72c, SM76b, SM73b, Swa72, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Tay76, Tay80, Tho71, Tok68, TW71, Tom71, Tri79, Tri77, Tug75, Tur68, Tur69a, Tur69b, Tur73, Tym67, Tym80, Umi60c, Uni68b, Van68a, VV66, Vas72, Vic70b, Vic73, Vic77, Vic78a, Vic78b, VG77, Vov74, Vov77, Vov78, Wah68, WM72, War69, Wat75, Wei75, Wil72a, Wil80a, Wil80b, Wil77c, Wil77d, Wit79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, WM77, Wol78b, WM9, Wu75b, Wu77a, Wu77b, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer70c, Xer71b, Xer71a, Xer74a, Xer74b, Xer75a, Xer75b, ZT76, Zor68, Zwa80, Wu73c]. IV-F

[Sik71]. IV-H [Xer70a, Xer71b]. IV-PLUS [Dig75c, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79a]. IV-Programm [Die72]. IV-Rechenprogramm [Rot71]. IV. [Dig72b, Gen66a]. IV/D CDC3300 [Mei68]. IVF [Bai62]. IVPS [Ske79]. IVTRAN [PJ75].
James [Rec75, Hen67], January
[Ano77a, Con77a]. jazik [Bit75]. jazyku [Ham79b]. JCL [eR76]. jezyku [ATW77, Bad77, BF72]. j [Jam75]. Joan [May73b, Van68b]. job [BD80a, BCE77].

January [Ano77a, Con77a]. jazik [Bit75]. jazyku [Ham79b]. JCL [eR76]. jezyku [ATW77, Bad77, BF72]. j [Jam75]. Joan [May73b, Van68b]. job [BD80a, BCE77].

June [ACM78, Els73, Loe74, Mcg80, Nau75, Nic75a, PC78a, PRO80, Pet74, Pra75, Ros66, Ros72, Sam69, San70, Sch73, Tuc77, BS73a, Dig72a, GB76, Gri78, Har69, Kan71, Kee75, Lee74c, Mat72b, Mis78a, Moo69, Nut78, Obr70, Ober71, Rod76, Ros78, Shi71, Sho68, SR76, Sol78].


TC75, Wag80b, ZT76. Latent [ST73c, ST73b]. latitude [MM69]. lattices [DS67b]. Lawrence [SDZ80b]. layer [And73, Epp74]. learner [Bur70a, Hur77, HF78]. learning [Can77, CS71e, CS77c, Hon73b, Int72l, Kal72a, O'D74, Sch79c, Sch80g, Tip76, Wil76c]. Least [AK78, ZN79a, ZN79b, Bar79a, Bom67, BML62, Tay80]. least-squares [Bar79a, BML62]. Lecture [Fox75, Fox78b, Hal65]. Lectures [Sri69, DEN79, Roh73]. legal [BB71]. Legendre [Gav76, Pie74]. Lehmer [Kir79]. Lehrbuch [Mac70a]. Leistungsfähigkeit [RS69]. Leitfaden [Rin77, Jun69]. Length [dB59, Art75, Han75, Kra72a, Mac69, Swi64, Tay76, Var77]. length-frequency [Mac69]. length-weight [Swi64]. Language [FGH80b, Cou75, Mer77, Wei73]. Leontief [CCL69]. Letter [Bem61, Bus67, Elk65, Har65c, Owe65a, Owe65b, Kni76b]. Level [Hon77a, Sch72a, Tym70, Ano78a, Bar77a, Bar61, BLY70, Cla73b, FP72, Fin72a, Fri75a, Hei74, Hon75a, Hon75b, Hon77b, Hon79b, Low76, Sid72a, Sid72b, Spe79, Spe80c, Spe84]. levels [SDH74, SMM65]. Lexical [Fel76b]. Li [CL80, Ste72a]. Liberated [Bac78a]. Library [Hi70, Ker80, Cla73b, FF75, Hon75c, Hon77a, Int7lc, Int71h]. Librarian [Al78, Ano80c, CCHT67a, Cod67, GMPW79, Int60a, Int74c, Int80b, Kuk66, Kuk67, Low75, Sou67, Sou86, WLO76, Xer71c, Xer73, Ano67, Ano70a, BH73a, BD71, Con75b, Con75c, Con79d, CJ77, CCHT67b, Dat73, Feu77, FST76, FHS78, Fox78a, Gil77a, Gil77b, Hog72, Int63g, Int63h, Int64c, Int64d, Int65d, Int66a, Int68k, Int72e, Int72m, Int74b, Int75f, Int80a, Jos78, Kau65, KA71, LT75, Loy67, Nag78, OK72, Spe73a, TD78, Uni69c]. Life [AB69a, BK72]. life [Int64a, Int65a, Int78b, Int70a, Mcl73]. light [Gro73a, Gro73c, Nor66]. Like [BCKT79, KMC72, Ste75b, Kro75]. likelihood [BY73, MI80]. limbajul [CJ78]. Limited [Bar72a, Ost64]. Line [Eld70, Gen69, Sad72, TT70, Wil72a, Wil72c, Wil72b, DP76a, MB68a, MB68b, Sel72, Squ70, Sto76, Whi76, Wil72c, Dat77a]. linear [Oli71]. Linear [Abd80, AK78, Bur73b, DZ78, Fia73, Hab72, Kas74, KGY80, Kub73, LP73, Law78, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, Mol72c, Mol72a, RR73b, Smi72b, UK74, Wol73, Zoh80, And73, BK77, Bar79a, BY73, CGH75, CJM67, CR71, Dav72b, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Edw76a, JCMS76, Law77, Les73, Lyt75, Mar71, MU75, Nut76, PNK65a, PNK65b, Pic66, Pow68, Rob79, SA74, Spä79a, SD72, Bur76, Weg66, Zim69, ZT76, BF79]. lineare [Kas74]. lineinykh [SZ80]. Lines [Ber76]. linguagem [Cad71]. Linguaggio [Amb65]. linguaggio [Sic74]. Linkage [Com80a]. linking [BA73, Lyt75, WM60]. LISP [CZ72, Ina80a, Ina80b, Mat72b, McC78c, NSB71, Pic79, Fat78, Man72a]. List [AI78, Bee71c, BW64, GHG60, Han60, Moo71, LaP72, Rit68, SS68a, Ske79, Ste76a, LC75]. List-Processing [GHG60, Moe71]. listing [HM62c, Lou67, Whi71]. Listings [Ano74b, Bee80d, Ano74c]. literacy [CS77a].Livermore [SDZ80b]. livestock [BM74]. LLLSRT [SDZ80b]. LLS [Col76]. LLLS01 [ZN79a, ZN79b]. LM [Int68k, Int75f]. LM3 [Int74c, Int74d]. Load [Sil61, Ack64, Col75]. load-and-go [Col75]. load-time [Ack64]. loaded [Cam77]. Loader [Int60a, Boa69, WM60]. loading [BA73, PNK65a, PNK65b]. Local [Aki74, DS75, McC71, Sal70]. location [Jac78]. locations [MM69]. Loesungen [Pau71a, Pau71b]. Log [Hab72, BY73]. Log-Linear [Hab72, BY73]. logging [New72, New76]. Logic [Int68b, Lew80d, Gil60, Lar67c, Lew80c, McC68a, Wei65]. logica [Cad79]. Logical [IR78]. LOGPLAN [New76]. logs [So78]. London [Ree73, Weg64, Day72c]. longitude [MM69].
look [Smi70g]. Loop [DFO79, Hoa72, Hoa73, Bra77, Cul80, EKM74, MR67, Sol64].

Loops [BCKT79, DH79, Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Bak68]. Lösung [Rin77]. Low [Bar61, Jon79, PC67]. Low-level [Bar61].

Low-Performance [Jon79]. lower [Sei72].

Low-level [Bar61]. Low-Performance [Jon79]. lower [Sei72].

LPI [Rit68]. LPSUB [Dav72b]. LPTOR [JCMS76]. LR [Pag74b]. LRLTRAN [MHM'68, Zwa75]. LSD-1 [Les72].

Lucy [Gar74, May73b, Van68b]. Ludeman [Ber70b]. lying [SDH74].

M [Joh66a, Whi71, NBH70a, NBH70b]. M1 [Chaj7a]. M6800 [Can87]. M77 [Fri80].

MA28 [Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80]. MAC [Ano68b, Con68c]. Machine [BSK67, Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, GM73, Kir79, REC75, ABB'74, BN76, Bur68a, CW78b, CF71, Fat78, FS76, Gro68a, Gro70, Gro73d, Hug78, Kei69, New72, Sle75, WD75, Bee77b].

Machine-Independent [Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79d, Bee80b, Kir79, BN76, Bee77b]. machinery [Sin78].

machines [Mon78, New67, NS69].

MACLISP [Ste77]. Macro [Nag80b, Ell78, Rob67b, Rob67b].

MACRO-FORTRAN [Rob67b]. macro-instructions [Rob67b].

Macro-Oriented [Nag80b]. macrogenerator [HN70]. macroprocessor [Mac71]. macros [Par77, Joh72].

MACSYMA [Lew79b, Lan80]. MAD [Bry75]. made [May72]. Maechanik [Jun69]. MAGEN [Fis78]. magnetic [And73, KC60, vM78a]. magnetism [Gro73a, Gro73c].

Main [Hoj70, Sha65, Ta76]. mainframes [McC79]. maintaining [Feu77].

Maintenance [Kah80a, Kah80b, Ho73, Mor79]. Major [GM73, Lec67]. majority [Van73a]. making [Hou62, Lit68, Mac67, Owe79, SDH74]. male [Cl73a]. Management [DW77, MS74b, O'b75, SM75, AM79, CK80, HK75, Hou62, Obr70, Obr71, So80, VP80a, VP80b].

manager [Con73d, Con76a]. Managerial [Per72a, Per72b]. Manchester [Bar72a].

Mandy [SMD71]. Manipulating [Rei79, CCL69, RP74]. Manipulation [Bec79a, Bec79c, Bec79d, Bec80b, BBB65, Han75, Ins76a, In76b, Kee75, Lew63, Mor75, Owe65a, Owe65b, Py82, Sme63a, To86]. manipulations [BM80]. manipulative [Car66]. manipulator [Zin69]. Mann [DB73]. Manova [RST78].

MANTIS [ASH73]. Manual [Ano80c, Cra80, Flo78a, Hec63, IBM56, In59c, Int59e, Int68b, LF78, MS74b, NL71, AR72, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano80a, Ano80d, Bus68, BPT4, Bt168b, BK75, Bur67, Bur68b, Bur70b, Bur73b, Bur73a, Bur74, Bur78, Con62a, Con62b, Con62d, Con64c, Con64a, Con62d, Con65, Con66b, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con68a, Con69d, Con69c, Con69b, Con69a, Con70, Con71b, Con71c, Con71e, Con71f, Con72a, Con73c, Con73e, Con73b, Con73d, Con73d, Con74, Con75a, Con75d, Con75e, Con75f, Con78a, Con78b, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Cal69b, Cal69c, Cal69d, Cal69e, Car74b, CS73a, Csc60, Con78b, Dig64, Dig68, Dig70, Dig71b, Dig72b, Dig72c, Dig74, Dig75b, Dig75a, Dig75d, Dig75e, Dig75f, Dig76b, Dig76a, Dig77a, Dig77c, Dig77b, Dig77d, Dig77e, Dig78b, Dig79b, Dig80e, Dat67a, Dat75, Dat77a, Dat77b, Dat67b].

manual [DM66b, Dun74, Ede68, Eut80a, FB79, FLM70, Fri71b, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, Fri80, Gra70b, Gen67, Gen66b, Gen77b, Gen77a, Gen66c, Gen69, Gea87, Gro79, Gro73c, Hcen7, Hcen74, Hcen76, Hcen76a, Hcen79b, Hcen79c, Hcen80a, Han74a, HDBP68, HD78a, Hon70a, Hon70b, Hon75d, Hon79a, Int57c, Int58, Int59a, Int59b, Int59d, Int59f, Int60b, Int60c, Int61a, Int61b, Int61c, Int61d, Int61e,
module [RCL75]. modules [Bra79].
modules [SG67, SG69, VP75]. momenta [CM66]. momentum [RV78]. MONECS [BW78b]. MONECS/FORTRAN [BW78b]. money [Sm170f]. Monica [IEE78].
Monitor [Jon64, Squ70, Int60c, Mer60a]. monitoring [Tan80b]. Monte [Feh68, Fer63]. Monte-Carlo [Feh68]. Monte-Carlo/optimal-shift [Feh68].
Morphological [Ste74]. morphometric [Wal68]. Mortem [KL64, NY78, Cor60].
movement [ST73a]. Moving [Gen78]. MP [Bre78a, Bre79b, Mac71]. MP/1 [Mac71]. MPLIB [LT75]. MPS [SD72]. MPS/ [SD72]. MS [Con75a]. MSOS [Con70, Con71b, Con73c, Con73b, Con75a].
Msufor [Bai72a]. MTS [Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, Un10]. mud [Sco78].
Müller [Bar74, Bar77c, BW78a]. Multi [Boh75, Gut76a, Ano64, EKM74, Fri71a, Hol80, MV66, Mot66, ST73a, Sch68, Spe66b, Spe9, Van73a]. Multi-dimensional [Gut76a]. multi-group [MV66]. multi-loop [EKM74]. multi-market [Hol80].
multi-member [Van73a]. multi-processing [Ano64].
multi-processor [Spe66b, Spe9]. multi-programming [Sch68].
multi-region [MV66]. multi-stage [Fri71a, Mot66]. multi-storey [ST73a].
Multi-Variable [Boh75]. Multichannel [Rob67a, vM79]. multicrop [Sin78].
Multics [Mar78a, Col80b, Hon77b, Hon79b].
Multidimensional [Hab73]. Multifi [MA78]. multilingual [Fos73]. Multimodal [Zil78]. multiphase [JV67a, JV67b, JV68].
Multiple [Bre75, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, BHY80, VS80, Yoh79a, Bac72, Bre76a, Die76, ESD68, PT67, PT69, TC70].
Multiple-Precision [Bre75, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, Bre76a].
Multiplicators [ADG70]. Multiply [BS73b]. Multiply-Restricted [BS73b].
Multivariance [Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77].
Multivariate [Dem69, MZ75, DS66, Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, Hii79c, Jon64, Nut76, SDZ80a, WS71]. musical [Hun74].
multiple [DS76]. Myers [FJA80a, FJA80b].
n [Pic66, LC75, Ste72a]. nach [Sch77]. Nag [Ano80c]. Name [ABB74, Bee70c].
NAMER [Sid72a, Sid72b]. nao [Ano75b].
National [ANS78, Bar72a, Cad71, DH78, HD78a, U.S78]. Natural [Nau75, FB69, PJT76b, PJT76a, U. 61].
NBS [Ano74b, Ano74c, Ano74a, HP74].
NCR [Nat73]. near [Pol78]. NEAT [PC71a, PC71b]. need [SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63].
Negative [Gar65, OG69]. nel [Rid67, Rid78]. nellempykh [SZ80]. nella [Rid67, Rid78]. Neoclassical [OR75].
Nested [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c]. nesting [Han67, Kau69]. net [Bar80a]. Network [Kri71, DP74b, Sho76b, Sho68]. Networks [LL65, NL71, Osey76, Lar67c, Nak77, Sho76a].
nilpotent [BK74]. nine [Tam66]. nine-j [Tam66]. NLPROG [Wor69]. NMR [vM77].
No [Ano77c, Bar72a, Bar73a, Bar80b, Law79, Rec73, Rec75, Ano70d, Gal75, Gol68a, Gol68b, Ins64, Ins74, PV74, PT68].
norecoil [VP74]. NOAA [RPE79].
nominal [BY73]. Non [BB77b, CC74].
Gow73, Hill73, LS76, TR77, Wil75, Wor76a.
non-central [Wie75]. Non-Deterministic [CC74]. Non-Hierarchical [BB77b].
Non-Interpretive [TR77]. non-linear [Pow68]. Non-Numerical [BC72b].
Non-`Interpretive [TR77]. non-linear [Pow68]. Non-Numerical [BC72b].
Non-Numerical [Gow73, Hil73, Wil75, Bar73a, Day79, Day72b]. Non-Rational
[LS76]. non-rolling [PG67]. non-smoothing [SS78a]. Non-technical
[Wor76a, Wor76b]. non-uniform [O'D65]. Nonlinear [MC80a, MC80b, MC80c, Mot79,
Bar77c, BW78a, Hol80, Joy77, Joy78, LP74, McC69a, Nav78, Pow70]. nonparametrical
[Veg71]. nonquantitative [BC67].

O
[Ree75, Ano70d, Ins64, Ins74, Bai72b, Ste72a]. Ober [Ant72]. Object [LM69, SK80,
Dig72a, Dig72b, Gea65]. Objects [LT73, Spa80]. obliczeniowa [ATW77].
obratnykh [SZ80]. observations [Kra74, KRB77, Swe67]. observed
[Bra72a, OG69]. ocean [Fro63, MI75b]. oceanographic [KW75, Swe67].
October [IEE78, Kie66]. ODES [Ske79]. OERs [ZD78]. off [Gal73, Sto76, WG75, Whi76].
off-design [Gal73, WG75]. off-line [Whi76]. off-line-Verfahren [Sto76]. office [MM69].
Oklahoma [Hed77]. OLB [Ste76a]. Old
[Woo77a, Woo77b]. Olika [Hus76].
OLYMPUS [CR74]. On-Line
[Eld70, Sad72, Sel72]. on-resonance
[SDH74]. One
[Boh75, MB68a, MB68b, NO75, She70a, Tho72a, Zil78, Edu72c, HM62a, HM62c,
HM62b, HM64, Kan79, MV66, Mon78, Rin79, Sal70, SW75, WCT68, Sli71].
One-Dimensional [Zil78, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HM64, MV66, Sal70, SW75].
One-Hit [Tho72a]. One-line
[MB68a, MB68b]. One-Sided [Boh75].
one-way [Kan79]. Operating
[Gle62, Int64b, Int66b, Cou66b, CF71, Dig71c, Int67a, Int65f, Int65d, Int66f, Int66g,
Int66h, Int66i, Int70b, Int70c, Int71h, Int72k, Int72m, Int75c, KW71, Lar63a,
Lee67b, New72, Raf79, WH73]. operation
[Chi73, CK80, Int72n, Int73b]. Operations
[KMC72, Sch72a, Spa75a, Spa75c, Spa79b, 
Ano70g, Ano75d, Int59b, Int63e, Int78a, 
New76, Scif65, Sin78, TG79b, Xer70c, 
Xer71b, Xer71a, Xer74a, Xer75b, Xer76b]. 
Operations-research-Software [Spa79b].
operativa [Rid67, Rid78].
Operator [Int59e].
Operators [GH72, GIB65].
OPSCAL [NL75].
optical [MSNC61, Mel62, MSR66]. Optimal
[Gaf77, Gaf80, NL71, Ant77, BK77, Lyt75, 
Mue75, Nak77, NL75, Wei75]. optimal-shift
[Feh68]. Optimierung [Jun69, KTZ67].
Optimisation [DFO79, Mid74]. optimising
[SA73]. Optimization
[BE69, Con77c, Dea71, Dea77, Din72, 
GMPW79, Hoa72, Hoa73, KM73c, Mer78b, 
Osy76, RK73, SK80, Seaj9a, Sea79b, Wai74, 
Wol78a, Zil78, Con76d, Gil77a, Gil77b, 
Int78a, KTZ68, KTZ71, LT75, LF75, LM69, 
Mer78a, Mer78c, Met80, Mik73].
optimizations [Bar77a]. optimize [Van66].
Optimized [BN76]. optimizing
[Sid72a, Sid72b]. Optimum [SS73]. optique
[Ray63]. Order [Ano77c, Fry71, BK77, 
Col80a, Fic71, LP74, New73, Sca71].
ordered [Hil79c]. Ordering
[Ste76b, Ste76c]. ordinal [BY73]. Ordinary
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinateur
[IBM58, Uni75b, Phe76]. ordinateurs
[Lev71]. Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Bol75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lun77, Yar62]. Organized [BJ74].
orientation [DS76, Smi76b]. Oriented
[AG80, AW73a, Mid74, Nag80b, UK74, 
AW73b, ADT67, Cla68, Feu77, Int72l, 
LJ71b, LJ71a, Fai74]. Orion [TH64, Tay68].
ORSEF [Fir71a, Mot66]. ORSEF-2
[Fir71a]. ORSEF-3 [Fir71a]. Orthogonal
[Gow75, Kas74]. Orthogonale [Kas74].
Orthographic [Wei66a, Wei66b]. orthotroper [Dic72]. ORVAC [FH71].
ORVAC-CT [FH71]. Orwell [Pat67]. OS-
[Rin77]. OS/3 [Spe80d]. OS/360
[Hil70, Kuk66, Kuk67]. OS/VS [Rin77]. 
OS/VS-Programmen [Rin77].
Osiemdziesiat [ATW77]. other
[CS73a, CK80, Sig80, Thr79, Wil72a].
Ouchless [Bai72b]. outline [LP78].
outlined [CW63]. Outlines [Lip78].
Output
[Bee70a, Fer60, Int60a, TR77, Ano72c, 
Bar75, Coh66, Hyd66a, Has67, Ins76a, 
Ins76b, Mer58b, Sha77, Tay76, Uni68a].
Overdetermined [Abd80]. Overhead
[MP79, Mur77a]. overlaid [Cla73b]. overlay
[Leu79a, Leu79b]. overview
[ES78, Fra79, Har77]. oxidation [BP76].
oxide [BP76].
P [Din72, Jun69]. P1 [War69]. paced
[Coo76b, Dig80a, DS72, Lin76, Mul80a].
Package
[Bre75, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, 
BHY80, Gin78a, SM75, Wei66a, Wei66b, 
WLO76, Yoh78, Yoh79a, Ano70b, Ano70c, 
Ano75e, BLY70, Bre76a, BC70, Car74b, 
CR74, Dig75f, DS67a, Fis76, Flo78b, IA80, 
Lan80, Lou67, Lou74, MCB+62, Ove72, 
Ros73, Ru68b, Sch79c, Sch80g, Sig80, 
Ste76a, Xer75c, Zor68, Kl67]. Packages
[Yoh79b, BPW72, Boy75, Ent80a, Ent80b, 
O’D74, Sta60, TC75]. packed [RG68].
Packaging [Coo72]. Page [Bee70a, Boy74b].
Page-On-Demand [Boy74b]. pages
[Bar72a, Bar73a, Bar80b, Res73, Res75].
Paging
[Mol72b, Mol71, SS68a]. Palm
[Sm73b]. paper [So78]. para
[dC73, Far74, Oli71, Wei73]. paralinear
[BP76]. Parallel
[Arm78, BCK79, DFO79, 
Han72a, NC75, Sch72a, Han72b, Kro75].
parallèle [DT74]. Parallelism
[Cob75, KBC+73, KBC+74, PJ75].
Paralyzer [PJ75]. PARAM [Jef77].
parameter [Ben78, M180, Sei75].
Parameters
[Kas74, SS73, Dic74b, Joh74,
parametric [McC71, WH73]. parity [SDH74]. PARMS [Thr79]. Parser [MS73a, Fri70, Rau78].
Parser-Generating [MS73a]. Parsers [Pag74b]. Part [Dey76, Edu72c, Lar73b, Lar63a, Nor66, Edu72f, Edu72e, Edu72b, Edu72a, Edu72d, KR78, Lan71a, HS69].
Partial [Cha71a, She78e, She78d, Spe80a, Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, Car74b, She78b, She78c, Sid72a, Sid72b, SS78, SS75a, SS75b, War75].
particle [Tro66a]. particles [Tro66b].
particlar [Phe79]. Partition [JR76]. partitioned [Com80a]. partitioning [Kar73].
Partitions [BS73b]. PASCAL [KKU78, Bau79, Lju80, Nut78, Moh77, SFIK79]. past [Lyt75]. past-optimal [Lyt75].
Path [DZ78, Zal73]. PATRICIA [Cla73b]. PATRICIA-II [Cla73b].
pattern [CF60, Mas62]. Patterns [BF71, JV67a, JV67b, JV68, Smi63b, SH78, Tay80, vM77]. Paul [Hun74].
PCFORT [CCN79]. Pcode [CCN79]. PDP [CDGW76, Dig64, Dig68, Dig70, Dig71a, Dig71b, Dig71c, Dig72c, Dig75d, Dig77d, Dig79b, Les72, San78].
PDP-10 [Dig68, Dig70, Les72]. PDP-10/LSD-1 [Les72]. PDP-11 [CDGW76, Dig71a, Dig72c, Dig75d, Dig77d, Dig79b, San78].
peleta [Cd71]. People [Did78]. Percentage [BR75b]. perception [Tan80c]. perform [Bre67, Gut79a, Gut79b, vM79].
Performance [CCHT67a, CCHT67b, HPLG79, Hi70, Jom79, Mor73, RT77, Gal73, Sch80a, Tho65, WG75]. Periodic [ Wan87].
perspective [OT80]. Perspectives [Rip77]. PERT [Sho76a]. PERTNET [Sho76a].
Peter [FJA80a, FJA80b]. PFORT [Ryd74]. PFortran [WD75]. phase [Wei75, Wer65].
Physics [Gro73b, Bor67, CK80, Gro71, Gro73a, Gro73c, Zim69]. PIDGIN [Ste72b].
Pivoting [She78e, She78d, She78b, She78c]. PL [FJA80a, FJA80b, Rin77, Ano69a, Ber70b, Bro75, BDI72, Car78b, Cha70, CLe70, DT74, ES78, Har69, Hi70, Int67c, Int68g, Kan71, Kuo74, LaP72, Lea76, Lea75, Lud69, MW69, Mat72b, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, Mee79, NS76, Per72a, Per72b, Rod76, Ros78, Sea80, Sun73, Tha77, Wei73, Kuo73]. PL-I [Mee79, Tha77]. PL/1 [FJA80a, FJA80b, Rin77, Bro75, BDI72, DT74, ES78, Har69, Lea67, Lea75, MW69, Per72a, Per72b, Wei73]. PL/1- [Rin77].
PL/I [Ano69a, Ber70b, Car78b, Cha70, CLe70, Hi70, Int67c, Int68g, Kan71, Kuo74, LaP72, Lud69, Mat72b, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, NS76, Rod76, Ros78, Sea80, Sun73, Kuo73]. PL1 [Som71]. Plaid [CS77b, DS77]. Plain [Moo71, The68]. plan [Smi67b]. planar [Cli74b, Cli74c, Per80]. planar-structural [Per80]. planar-valued [Cli74b, Cli74c]. Plane [GS79, Wei66a, Wei66b, MC70, O’K64, Rin79]. Planetary [GIB65].
plotter [Ano70e, Sch62, Squ70]. Plotting [MP73, Wil80b, Wil80c, Wil72c, Wil72b, Dil79, Fox64, Hat78, Hol77, JK78, Kra74, LBG66, Nic78, Nor66, OLS66, RMM69, Squ70, Wil80a, Wil72c, Wrl72]. Plus [Ken74, BK75, KS68, KS70, KS75a, Wer72, Dig75c, Dig78b, Dig78c, Sto80, Dig79a].
Pocket [AM72, Pac69, Hew79a, Hon75a].

Poets [CA78, Con79e]. POIF [Stef90a].

Point [Mal72, NC75, Rei79, VS80, Bid79, Mal70, McC71]. pointer [Gun77]. Points [BR75b, GS79, MP72, McC71]. POIS [Ste60a]. poisons [Zaa69]. Poisson [OG69].

POIS [Ste60a]. Point [Mal72, NC75, Rei79, VS80, Bid79, Mal70, McC71]. pointer [Gum77]. Points [BR75b, GS79, MP72, McC71]. POIS [Ste60a]. poisons [Zaa69]. Poisson [OG69].

POL [CW63]. Polarization [Bee80d, Ber77]. polarization-modulation [Ber77]. Policy [Ano69a]. POLISH [Dor79].

POIF [Ste60a]. Poets [CA78, Con79e]. POIS [Ste60a]. poisons [Zaa69]. Poisson [OG69].

POIS [Ste60a]. Point [Mal72, NC75, Rei79, VS80, Bid79, Mal70, McC71]. pointer [Gum77]. Points [BR75b, GS79, MP72, McC71]. POIS [Ste60a]. poisons [Zaa69]. Poisson [OG69].

POL [CW63]. Polarization [Bee80d, Ber77]. polarization-modulation [Ber77]. Policy [Ano69a]. POLISH [Dor79].

Point [Mal72, NC75, Rei79, VS80, Bid79, Mal70, McC71]. pointer [Gum77]. Points [BR75b, GS79, MP72, McC71]. POIS [Ste60a]. poisons [Zaa69]. Poisson [OG69].

POL [CW63]. Polarization [Bee80d, Ber77]. polarization-modulation [Ber77]. Policy [Ano69a]. POLISH [Dor79].
Int78a, IA80, Jam66a, Jam73a, Joh80, JID80, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh76, Joy77, KPG63, Kan79, Kar73, Kat68, KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, KC60, Kot72, KR69, Kru68, KR77, LR78, Lat75, Lat75, La71, Lee74a, LH65, Les73, LB70, LGF75, Lov68, Low76, Lym63, Mac67].

program
[MI75a, MI80, MV66, MI64, Man63, Mar78a, MW71a, MW71b, MA78, Man77, MG71, Maz77, MW75, MT75, McC69a, MM58, MC64, Mc69b, MK70, McG76b, MC66, MC67, MC70, Mel78, MSNC61, Me62, MSR66, Mer60a, Mer60b, Met80, Mik73, MU75, Mt65, MS79, Moo60, Mor79, MM69, Nak77, NM70, NM78, Nan78, New73, NS69, New72, New76, NL75, Nor66, NB70a, NB70b, Nut76, OLS66, Oja70, OT80, OG69, Ott77, Par70, Par70, P74, PG67, PK65a, PK65b, Per80, Phi67, PT67, PT68, PT69, PG66, Pin80, Plo77, PJT76b, PJT76a, Po78, PC70, PC70, PC70, Rap66a, Rap66b, Rap66c, RP68, Rec72, Ren65, Rey79, RR70, RCL75, Rob79, RMM69, RSB69, Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c, RB76a, RB76b, RB76c, RZB77].

program-package [IA80]. Programación
[PC71a, CC70, Cad79, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74, Ano70d]. Programación
[FS80, For73, For79, MC63, MC73, MC74d, MC78e, MC78f, SS78b, Car78a, DM72b, DG70, Far74, LP79, MD66a, MD73, Oli71]. programado [SJ72]. programador [Lec68]. programare [Pet80]. Programarea
[CJ78, Pet80]. programas [dC73, dMD73].

Programme [HD74]. programlama [Yr76]. Programm [Die72]. programm [SS68]. Programmación [PC71b].

programmation [Gol76]. Programmatische [Die76].

Programmation [Die72].

Programm [FS71a, For73, For79, MC63, MC73, MC74d, MC78e, MC78f, SS78b, Car78a, DM72b, DG70, Far74, LP79, MD66a, MD73, Oli71].

programmierung [Tju68]. Programmers
[BLF80, Kuo73, Lew80d, Sun73, Fis76, Int75a, Kuo74, Led75, Lew80c, Raw77,
Spe66b, Spe66a, Spe69c, Tan80c, Tur69a.
programmer’s manual [Dig71a].
Programmes [Aub76, Hol67, MK68, Oer71].
Programmeur [IBM58, Ars64].
programm [BG78, BT76a].
Programmieranleitung [Bar74].
Programmieren [Flo70b, GG72, Spi70, SR72, SR74, And79a, And79b].
Programmierung [Bra72b, Mue69, Sie74, Tec72, Bra72c, jSJ70, SS70].
Programmierkurs [Nie75].
Programmieranleitung [MS70a].
Programmierwerkzeuge [KP80].
Programming [ACM78, ACM79, ANS78, Ano78d, Arm78, Bac78a, BM79a, BM79b, Bau56, Bog74, Bog80, BGG78, Bro61, Bur72, Bur73b, Con69, Car79b, CW78b, CA78, Con79e, Cor73, CS76, DPR70, Den71, Die68, Doc76, Don73b, DC67, Els73, Fia73, FS78, Got72, Gue73b, Gut75, Gut76b, Har70, HD75, Hen67, Her71, Her72b, HM80, Hug72, Hug69, HM77, HPR78, HD78b, HH79b, Int64e, Is78, Jam70, Jin69, Joh66b, Ken74, KC72, KH75, Krep66a, LP73, Lan72a, Lan72b, Led75, LC78, LW66, Lip77, Lip78, Loe74, LR77, ML70b, ML70a, Man71, May73a, McO67a, McC72a, McC72b, McC74e, McC75, Mcc80, MO80, MR73, Mer79, Mot79, MS75b, Nau75, Nic75a, OR75, OFP78, Pet74, Pra75, Rad80, Ran71b, Rec75, Rec76, RR73b, Roh73, Ros66, Ros72, San69, San70].
Programming
[Sas74a, SC79, Sha76, Sit78, Sol78, Spe69b, Spe80b, Sta75, SM64, SM68, SD73, Stu70b, Stu71, Tuc77, VP80b, Veid66, Ver65, Wag80a, Wal72, Wal75, Web78, Weg64, WDT76, Wil69, Zwa80, Ame78a, Ame78c, Ame78b, Ame78d, AHP77, AW73b, All75, And64a, And64b, And66, Ano68b, Ano72b, Ano72c, Ano80d, Arc76, Aye80, Aye63, Bar70, Bar72a, BS73a, BW78b, BN76, Bez75, Bis75, Bla67, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla69, Bla71, Blu70, BK75, Bur69, Con68c, Con71d, Con74, Cal69a, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, CG68, CW73a, Car69, Car79a, Car9c, CW75, CP80, CK80, Cle68, Col74, Col78a, Col78b, CS61, Coo76b, CTC72, Cul80, Dig64, Dig68, DEN79, Dav72b, De 72, DS72, DM66a, DM67, Doc72, Doc79, DG68, Dun80, Dun75b, Dun75c, DS75, Edw69, El80].
programming [Emb78, Ent63, ES78, ER79, FB79, Fis71, Flo70, Flo75, For71, For74, For78, For75b, Fri75a, FKF76, FK77a, FK77b, Ful77, Gar65, Gil60, GC67, Gol65a, Gol65b, GB76, Gor64, GO75a, GO75b, Gri78, Gro68b, Gue73a, Raa65, Raa69a, Raa69b, Hal65, Ham74, Har69, Har63, Har64a, Har65a, Har71, Har66b, Har66c, Har68b, Has78, HDP68, Hei74, Hei72b, Her72a, Her69, His75, HHT77a, HPR77, HeL78, Int61b, Int61c, Int61d, Int61e, Int61f, Int62b, Int62d, Int63c, Int63d, Int63e, Int63f, Int63g, Int63h, Int64a, Int64b, Int64c, Int64d, Int65c, Int71a, Int71b, Int78d, Ind60, IJ79, JOW72, Jan78, Jam66b, JCMS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, Jon76, Kal72a, Kan77, Kan71, KF72, Kar68, KS75a, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, Kha76, KQS74, KS72b, KS74, KS75b, Lea70, Lar63a, Lar63b, LB77].
programming
[Lee67b, Lee72, Lee74c, Lee77, LB78+80, Le76, LP71, LP78, LJ71b, LJ71a, Lyc80, Lyr75, MHH71a, MHH71b, Man63, MS77a, MS78, MS69, MH72, MH73, Matt72b, May72, MC68a, MC61, MC62, MC64b, MD64, MC65a, MC65b, MD66b, MC67c, MD68, MeI75a, MS77b, MI73a, Moc69, Moc70, Moc71a, Moc71b, Moo75, Mos64, Mul68a, Mul68b, Mul80b, MS75a, MS68, MS70b, MS70c, MS73b, MS73c, MS75c, MS75d, Nat70b, Nat72, New75, Nie74, Nie75b, Nie75c, Nie80a, Nic80a, Nic80c, Nic69, Nut78, Nyd68, Obr70, Obr71, Org61a, Org61b, PB73a, Paw65b,
Recognition
[Kra72b, Sch72a, CF60, Mas62], recoil
[PV74]. reconnaissance [SDZ80a, ZSD80].
record [Con73d, Con76a, IE79], records
[Art75, Zor68], recovery [Spa75b].
recruitment [PT68]. rectangular [LML69]. Recursive
[A180, Aye63, Kal72b, Lea67]. recursively
[Gut75, Gut76b]. REDUCE
[Ina80a, Ina80b]. reduces
[Gel69]. Reducing
[Bre73]. Reduction
[Han72a, Cam65, Han72b, KRB77, Mac64, Spa80, Wer65, Will65]. Redundancy
[Yoh72]. réelle [Lou73]. Reellen [Neh74].
referee [BW75]. Reference
[BLF80, Day72b, Flo78a, Gen66b, Gen69, Gow73, Hill73, IBM56, Int58, Int59f, Int60c, Int61d, Int61e, Int61f, Int62d, Int62c, Int64e, LF78, NL71, Nak77, Rou75, Wil75, ART2, Ano68b, Ano70b, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano80a, Bar73a, Bur67, Bur68b, Bur70b, Bur73b, Bur73a, Bur74, Bur78, Con62a, Con62c, Con62b, Con62d, Con64c, Con64a, Con64d, Con65, Con66b, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con68a, Con68c, Con69d, Con69c, Con69b, Con69a, Con70, Con71b, Con71c, Con71e, Con71f, Con72a, Con73c, Con73e, Con73b, Con73f, Con73g, Con74, Con75a, Con75e, Con75f, Con78a, Con78b, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Dig70, Dig71b, Dig74, Dig75b, Dig75a, Dig75d, Dig75f, Dig76a, Dig77a, Dig77b, Dig77d, Dig78b, Dig79b, Dig90e, Dat67a, Dat67b, Day79, Ele68, FLM70, Fri71b, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, Fri80, Gen67, Gen80a, Gen77b, Gen77a].
reference [Gen66c, Got73, Hew71, Hew74, Hew76b, Hew76a, Hew79b, Hew79c, Hew80a, Hon75d, Hon79a, Int59a, Int59b, Int59d, Int60b, Int61b, Int61c, Int63g, Int63a, Int64c, Int64d, Int66a, Int72a, Int72b, Int72f, Int72g, Int74b, Int74f, Int75b, Int75a, Lea70, Lar67a, Lar67b, Lec66a, Lec66b, Lew90a, LM70, Mis78b, Mer58a, MM78, NCR69, Nic78, Rid79, Ser71, Sta69, Sci64, Sys73a, Sys73b, Sof80, Spe66b, Spe66a, Spe69c, Spe73a, Spe73b, Spe74a, Spe74b, Spe76a, Spe76b, Spe78b, Spe79, Spe80d, Tan80a, Uni69a, Uni69c, Uni80c, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer70c, Xer71b, Xer71a, Xer74a, Xer75a, Xer75b, Xer75c, Xer76a, Xer76b, Uni75b].
referred [Bla79]. references [BT76b].
reducencia [Lec68]. Referencia [Cra80].
reconstruction [Ray72b]. rectification [Rin79].
reflection [MC64]. refraction [Hat78].
Regarding [Ein76]. Redgdata [Sea80].
Regional [Sal77b, MV66, Sal78]. Regional
treatment [DO79].
Register [Bee70d]. Regression
[AK78, Kas74, ESD68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, Kru68, Spa79a, VP76].
Regressions [LaM72]. regularly [Har68a].
regulatory [Leo74]. Reinwald [Mue75].
Reinwald-Soland [Mue75]. Relating
[DA68]. relation [Tro66b]. Relational
[Rip77]. relationships
[Bar66, Lal75, Tip76]. relative
[Got74, Mal70]. relativistic [SS68b].
relating [Phi67]. relaxation [RCL75].
Release [Bee78, Hill70, Dig80b, Dig80d, Fin72f, Pri77b, Spe84]. reliability
[BT76b, Sho76b]. Reliable
[FJA80a, FJA80b, FJA80a]. Remark
[Bre79b, Ein74, Ein76, Fut78, Nie72c].
Remarks [SS72]. Remez [Rod76]. remote
[BD80a, Har73]. remotely [Hem70].
remotely-sensed [Hem70]. Removes
[Par75]. René [Bem61]. renumbering
[Hyd66b, Har80, Mur66]. reorganizer
[Sep75]. repeatable [Her74]. repeated
[Fin77]. replacing [Fra77]. Report
[ANS71a, ANS71b, Jun68, Kre66a, Nak68, Rab62, ANS71c, Cle66, DEN79, Fed70, Fed87, Kno72, PMBK80, SSS78, TS73].
Reports [Her70, U. 61]. Representation
[BK72, Rip77]. Representations
[AB69a, SS78a, Wol68a]. representing
[Han74b]. required [BS78]. Requirements
[FH74, FMC78, Gel69, Sin78]. requiring
Research [BF79, Gue73b, Spa75c, CK80, Clo72, Flo75, Ho73, Man63, Spa79b, Ube76, Zal73].
Research-Algorithmen [Spa75a].
Researd [Spa75c].
Researd-algorithmen [Spa75a].
resheniia [SZ80].
resident [Int67a].
RESIS2D [Dey76].
Resistivity [Dey76, Pin80, Sco78].
resolution [LPJ79b].
resolution [Ric73].
resonance [SDH74].
resource [FB69].
respect [Cra75].
Response [TG79a, Joy77, Joy78, Rin79, SD67, Sei75].
Response/360 [Lea70].
Restricted [BS73b].
Restructuring [Ho73].
Resulting [KMC72].
Results [BH73a].
Retrieval [Bre73].
retrieve [LGF75].
Revolution [Ame78d, Con64d, Dat73].
Reveals [Hen67, Hil73, Hil79a, FJA80a, FJA80b, VFA80a, VP80b].
Revised [Ano69a, Ano77a, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77].
Revision [Ame78d, Con64d, Dat73].
revolution [Pat67, PNK65a, PNK65b].
RFC [Kri71].
Rheingans [Flo70b].
Rho [BR75a].
RHS [Squ70].
Rhythm [Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c].
Riccati [Lee74a, Ric73].
ricerca [Rid67, Rid78].
Richard [Kar77].
Riemann [Spi65].
ring [BLY70].
Risk [McG69a, McG69b].
River [Cha75, ZSD80].
Robot [Arm78].
ROBust [Kle78].
rock [Bea75].
rocket [PG67].
rocks [Lou67].
Rogers [Gar72].
ROKDOC [Lou74, Lou76].
rolling [PG67].
Romanian [Ste74].
Romberg [Ant72].
Romberg-Integration [Ant72].
Roots [ST73c, ST73b].
Rose [Wil80a, Wil80b].
Rosenbrock [MM73a, MM73b].
ROSENET [Wil80a, Wil80b].
ROPEACK [Kle78].
rotating [AK77, Tri73].
rotation [Mat72a].
Rotational [Ful72, SG69, VP75].
rotations [Wat73a, Wat73b].
roughness [Hob67].
round [Cha71b, Cha72, Dew72, Fla72].
Rounded [Lag74].
routes [RSBR69].
Routine [Int60a, Bail63, Das74, JCMS76, JCMS77b, New73, Sep75, SD72, vM78a].
Routines [Dur80, LaM72, MM58, WB65, Bac72, BPW72, Bar73b, Bid79, Bra74, Con75b, Con75c, Con79d, CII78a, CII78b, Gen80b, Gen73, Hoi69, Hoi70, Hol77, Joh74, Lou67, Mor75, Ste73, Uni80c].
Routing [Fen73].
Roy [Fry71].
rozwiązanych [ATW77].
RPG [Har69, Kan71].
RSDUMP [Bee70d].
RSTS [Dig75g, Dig77f, Dig77e, Dig80b, Dig80c].
RSTS/E [Dig75e, Dig77e, Dig80b, Dig80c].
RSX [Dig78a].
RT [Dig75f, Dig75g, Dig76c, Dig77f, Dig80c].
RT-11 [Dig75f, Dig75g, Dig76b, Dig76c, Dig77c, Dig77f, Dig80c].
RT-11/FORTRAN [Dig76c].
RT-11/RSTS/E [Dig75g, Dig77f].
RTE [Hew79c, Hew80b, Hew80a].
Rudeanu [Les73].
Rudiments [Mei71].
rules [Hum74].
RUN [Uni73, Uni74a, NC76, Con66a, Hon71b, Jon64, Ano75a].
Run-time [Hon71b].
RUNT [Han74a].
RUNW [Han74a].
Russian [BK77, FMM80, Gay76].
Rutinas [Oli71].
RW [Vic64].
RW-300 [Vic64].
S
Jun68, Kar77, Kro66b, Ree73, Wil74, DG78, Mee74, Pic66, BF79, Cha67, Col76, CDG80b, DH78, DLS79, HD78a, HH77a, HH80, HH77b, HH78, Int58, Int59d, Int59f, Sea80, TB80].
S14 [Kuk72a, Kuk72b].
S15 [Don73a].
SABOR [PNK65a, PNK65b].
SAC [Hor72, LS76].
SAAC [LS76, Hor72].
Sadwischalchen [Die72].
SAGES [KG76].
SAHYB [Ano68c].
SAHYB-2 [Ano68c].
salary [Cra75].
Salvadori [Joh66a].
Sample [BS75, Fry71, Kas74, Pre70].
sampled [Edw76a].
Samples [Pom74].
Sampling [DB73, Mag71]. samt [Hus76].
Santa [IEE78]. SAP [WM60]. SASP [BBB64]. SATRAP [Las71]. saturable [MA78]. SAU [Dat73]. Savannah [ZSD80]. SAVE [Her64]. saver [Ack64]. sawfly [McL73].
Scalar [Cll4b, Cll4c, Bus67, vM78b]. Scalar- [Cll4b, Cll4c]. scale [MT75, vM75].
Scan [BJ74]. scanner [Har73].
Scatter [Bre73, Gen78, LV73]. scattering [Maz77, MSNC61, Mel62, MSR66].
Schaum [Lip78, LP78]. schedule [Sin78].
schematami [ATW77]. schematic [Moc69, Moc70, Moc71a, Moc71b]. schemes [LM76].
Schnelldrucker [Gut79c]. Schnelldrucker-Setzprogramm [Gut79c].
School [Smi67b, Weg64, CDI75, CS77a, Cra75, O'D74, RSBR69, Sch79c, Sch80g, Tro64, Mt.79]. schools [Int69a, Int72i].
Schranken [Ant72]. Scatter [Bre73, Gen78, LV73].
Scientific [Cal69e, Dig75f, Dat73, FB69, Rob69]. scientifically [Feu77]. scientifique [CR69, CR73, Cha79b, Lev71]. scientist [CG73, Sj62a, Sj62b, Sj63].
Scientists [Wag70, Go166, Mei69, MS68, MS73b, MS73c, MS73c, NL68]. scope [Ste60b].
Scores [Hoa72, Hoa73]. SCP [Ari76].
SCRIPTOR [Gut79c]. SDS [Sci64, Sci65].
section [SR73, Wil65]. sections [Fer63, Kol74, MC70, Moo76, PV74, SMD71].
Sector [Sad72]. sediment [Hei70, PTM77, SDZ80a, ZSD80].
sedimentary [Lou67, Oja70].
sedimentation [BCS68, HW67]. sediments [PG66]. SEEK [MSR66]. seems [Sha77].
seismic [Hat78, Joy77, Joy78, MG76a, MG76b].
seisimograms [RB76b, RB76c]. SELECT [LaM72]. Selecting [SR76]. Selection [LM76, CJ77].
self-learner [Bur70a]. self-metric [SF75].
self-paced [Coo76b, Dig80a, DS72, Dun69b, Dun74, Hal65, HDBP68, Hur77, HF78, Int72I, IA80, KP70a, KP70b, Lin76, Mul80a, NBH70a, NBH70b, Plu61, Plu63, SA74, Sj62a, Sj62b, Sj63, Smi73a, SF75].
self-contained [IA80]. Self-Instruction [Plu64]. self-instructional [BP74, Dun69b, Hal65, HDBP68, KP70a, KP70b].
self-teaching [Plu63]. Self-Training [Wol68b, Sj62a, Sj62b, Sj63, Smi73a].
self-taught [Far66]. self-teaching [Plu63].
Semantic [Mau72b]. semester [ES78].
Semi [Yoh78, Zal73, Her64].
semi-automatic [Her64]. Semi-Portable [Yoh78]. Semi-structured [Zal73].
semicircles [Dun79]. semiclosed [Lar69].
sensed [Hem70]. Sensible [Ken74, BK75, KS75a]. sensing [Har73]. sentences [Fri69]. Separable [Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c]. September [Axf72, Ano69a, Dat73]. sequence [ES78, Han67, MP72, Mee74].
Sequential [Ben77, Hor68, Lar67c, Raw77]. Serial [Hai65]. série [Jak73]. Series [Gen66b, Hon71a, Hon71b, Hon73c, Hon77b].
Hon79b, Pie74, Rob67a, Sch80c, Spe84, Bus68, Bar80c, Bur78, Con66a, Con66b, Con71c, Con76c, Clo72, Fla71, FLM70, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, Ful73, Har68a, HB63, Hon73d, Hon75a, Hon75b, Int62b, Int66j, Jam66a, KW75, KRB78, LM70, Mac64, O’D74, RB76a, RBK76, Sci64, Sci65, Sch68, Sei72, Sim66, Smi70b, Uni80c, Wil72a, Dat73, Gin78a.

Serious [Lar73a, Lar73b].

Service [Gof74, Gra70b, Gen77b, Gen77a, Int71c, Int71h, Int72m, Rad76b, Spe9].

Sets [Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, GS79, BPW72, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Fic71, Huy77, Wol88a, Wor69].

Sets [Lea78, Zoh80, Coc80, Com80a, CR71, Sou71].

Setzprogramm [Gut79c].

several [Sou71, SMM65, Wri66].

SF/ [HH77b, HH78].

SF/k [HH77a].

SFOR [O’N74].

SFTRAN [Bee79e, Fly73].

SFTRAN3 [Bee80b, Bee80c, Bee80d, BLF80, LF78].

shaded [Dil79].

shadow [Bai62, CF60, Mas62].

shafts [Tri73].

shallow [NM70, NM78, Nav78].

shallow-water [NM78, Nav78].

shaped [Dey76].

Shapiro [Mar78a].

Shapiro-Wilk [Mar78a].

Shared [Sch73, Hea68b].

sharing [Blo68, BR78, Con73f, Con73g, Con74, Gra70b, Gen67, Gen66c, Hon73d, Hon70b, Mar66, Pin73, RCM66, Uni69a, West69, Wit74, ZSW76, ZSW77, ZSW79, CS73a, Zin79].

shells [PNK65a, PNK65b].

shelters [U. 61].

shi [Jam75].

Shift [Fry71, Feh68].

Shih [Ano72d, Ano75b].

shock [Gen66a].

Short [Ste75a, Krä72a, Lee67b, Lee72].

should [HM75].

shroud [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77].

side [Per78, Rin79].

Sided [Boh75].

siedem [ATW77].

SIEGEL [Veg71].

SIFT [Con71d].

SIGGRAPH [KRS78].

Sigma [Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano75c, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, BR78, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer71a, Xer73].

SIGMUS [Sch80e].

Signal [Fre76, Rej72, TS76, vM79].

SIGNUM [ACM79].

SIGPLAN [ACM78, Gri78, Ros78].

silicates [Oer71].

silicon [LTB80].

Silini [SS68b].

SIM [MS78a].

SIM-Queue [MS78a].

similar [BLY70].

SIMPDX [Uni80c].

SIMPDX/SIMPLX [Uni80c].

Simple [AK78, CZ72, DDM+75, LS75, CL70, Han74b, May72, Rus79, vM76].

SIMPLETRAN [Spe70a].

simplificada [McC78f].

Simplifed [Eng75, KF72, Man71, McC74e, RR73c, RR73d, Sil71, SS76, Zav73, Ayc80, Lep76, MH71a, MH71b, McC74e, Mye73].

simplifying [Cle66].

SIMPLX [Uni80c].

SIMSCRIPT [Shu69, Wei67].

SIMSCRIPT-FORTRAN [Wei67].

SIMUDELT [She78a].

Simula [Pal68].

simulate [Joh72, New67, NS69, ST73a, vM77].

Simulated [Smi73c].

Simulating [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Oja70].

Simulation [Ano68c, Cla75, Hin76, LL65, Nie72a, Nie72b, PC78a, PRO80, PK69, Sch78a, Wei65, Ber77, Blu65, BCS68, EKM74, GP73, HW67, Hei74, Joh80, JID80, Kau65, Kru68, MK70, PK67, She78a, Sig80, SYR77, Tor69, Upc72, Vas72, Wh176].

Simulationsprogramme [RS69].

Simulationssprachen [MS78b].

Simulator [Ful72, Sch68c, Tho68, WH73].

Simulator-Generator [Sch80c].

simulators [SW74].

Simultaneous [Nik78, Diff72, Les73, Mat72a].

Simultaneously [KMC72].

single [Bre79a, FM76, FS76, Hol80, MT78, MC70, RS72, SDH74, Var77].

single-face [Bre79a].

single-valued [RS72].

singular [DP76b].

sinusoidal [Fla71].

Sistema [Ano70d, CC70, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74].

sistem [BG78, BT76a, Sic74].

site [McG67a].

SITGO [Ste80].

SITGO-10 [Ste80].

SITGO-10/ [Ste80].

sitizyusiti [Nis78].

Six [Cll74a, BS78, Edu72d].

Size [BS75, AJ69, Dav72b, PG66].

Skewness [M75].

skills [Dun75b, Tip76].

Slater
slender [PG67]. slender [PG67].

slavingar [Hus76]. Small [Pom74, GP73, Mal70, Maz77, MP65].

small-angle [Maz77]. smaller [Bah69]. Smallwood [Hui65]. smes [AE79]. Smirnov [Pom74]. Smith [Wol68b]. Smooth [Aki74, ClW78, RS72, Bar73b]. Smoothing [Dur80, Bar73b, SS78a].

SNOBOL [Kee75]. soboi [AE79]. Social [BR74, Gue73b, Bur68a]. Socio [Sad72]. Socio-economic [Sad72]. sociologists [Bur69].

software [ACM79, Air77, Bro77, kC80, Cob75, Dic74a, Eva72a, Eva72b, FJA80a, FJA80b, Fos73, Gin78a, HH79a, KP76, Spa79b, Tan80b, Tou70, Yoh80, AHP76, Bra76, CDG76, Leu79a, Ent80a, Ent80b, Feu77, Flo78b, Hin76, Hon73d, Hon76, Hon73c, Hon77a, Jet74, JM76, KG76, Shu75, SF75, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Uni80a, Amk73, SF76].


SPARKS [Mar78b, Str78]. Sparse [Geo80, KGY80, She78e, She78d, CR71, D079, Du77b, Du77a, Du80, Rei72a, She78b, She78c, ZT76]. spatial [ER79, MT75]. Speak [Nor0]. Spearman [BR75a]. Special [Day72b, Gow73, Hii73, Osi76, Wil75, Bar73a, Day79, Weg66].


spitsym [MK70]. Spline [BH73b, Dur80, MP73, Gaf79, Kat68, Sca70]. Splines [Cl74a, ES74b, Cl74b, Cl74c, PS78]. SPLINS [Bar73b]. split [MK70].

Sponsored [Eva72a, Eva72b]. square
Squares [ZN79a, ZN79b, Bar79a, Bom67, BML62, Tay80], SQUIRREL [Sal70], SRRIT [Ste78a, Ste78b], SRU [NO72], ST [ZT76], stability [GS70, MI75a, U. 61], stage [Fri71a, Mot66], stand [SK69], STANDARD [Ber70a, AB66b, Ame78c, ANS78, AB66c, AB66d, Ano80d, BM79b, Bec79a, Bee79c, Bec79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, CS73b, Dat66, DH78, For78, HD78a, Ame77, Lam71a, U.78, Nat70b, Nat72, Nik78, REC75, Stat69, VP80a, VP80b, Wool77b, AB66a, Ame66c, Ano72c, BM79a, Bid79, CR74, Dat72b, DCHR76a, DCHR76b, Fel76a, Fri80, Gof74, Haa79a, Haa76b, Ins76b, IA78, Jaf79, KS75b, MS77b, PG66, RW76, Sal76, Sch74, Spe69a, Spe69b, Tan78a, Univ69a, WP78, Ame78a, Ame78b, Ano76b, Ein76, FR77, KR78, Wool77a, Bar72a], standard-size [PG66], Standardisation [HM80], standardisierte [Fri75b], Standardization [Hei64, Hei66, ABB+74, Bra79, Eng74, Jam73a], Standards [AN560c, ANS71a, ANS69a, ANS71b, Cad71, ANS69b, ANS71c, Ano69b, Bre76b, Lee77, LB78, Ott78, Fri75b], standpoint [Mat72b], Star [Har77], State [Hed77, A69, Day70, FB73, MU75, PG67, Pec77, Sol64, Will72a], stated [Hun74], Statement [Ken74, BK75, FF75, KS68, KS70, KS75a, MHH71a, MHH71b, Mee74, Sit78, Sti72, Man71], Statements [Hani7a, BS78, Hani7b, Heo69b, Last79, MP65, Sal71b, Sal76], stationary [AK77, Clo72], Statistic [DB73, Poni74], statistica [Rid67, Rid78], Statistical [AK78, Bak77, BB77b, BR75a, BR75b, Boh75, BS75, DB73, Fre73, Gen75c, Gen78, Gow75, Hab72, Hab73, Lea78, MZ75, MH75a, Mon75, RST78, Smi71d, Spa73, ST73c, Spi72, Tho72a, Yat71a, Yat71b, Zil78, Ali67, Edg79, GKB74, Hog72, Joh71, Jon64, Lou67, Lyc80, Mac69, Rey69, Sch79c, Sch80g, SDZ80a, TD78], Statistics [CCHT76a, Cra76, Gen78, Hil70, Int80b, Kle78, KH75, LV73, CK80, CHT76b, FB79, Kir73, Lyc80, Sch79c, Sch80g], statistique [Die76], Statistischen [Bra75a, Bra75b], STATLIB [TD78], steady [A69, FB73, PG67, Sol64, Will72a], steady-state [A69, FB73, Wil72a], steam [HP73, PB73b], stellar [GS73], step [OD65], steps [Sla71], stepwise [VP76], STGPak [Fis76], Stichprobenparameter [Kas74], still [Bar80c], still [Pet80], Still [Arn65], stilla [BT76a], Stirling [BP72], stochastic [DS75, Sho76a, Whi71], STOFI [MS74b], Storage [Brez73, CPR75, Ful72, LV73, Mor73, Bra74, KW71, Moc69, Moc70, Moc71a, Moc71b, Sak64a, Sak64b, Sak65, Sak70], store [LG75], storey [ST73a], storm [Sho80], strahlensenergi [Hus76], Strachey [HN70], strategy [Kha77, Vic70a], stratified [And73], stratigraphic [KRB78, RB76a, RBK76], stratospheric [U. 61], stream [Joh74, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, MG71, SDZ80a, ZSD80], stream-sediment [SDZ80a, ZSD80], streamlines [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77], Streicher [Bar74], STREDO [Zor68], strength [Die68, HM64], stress [Cam77, Hol67, Hol68, Pol78], stress-intensity [Pol78], stresses [Pol78], String [Lam71a, Mor75, Rey77, Fis76, Han75, Kau69, Kee75, Mac70b], strings [Han74b, Lea67], strip [Hor65], Stromungen [Rot71], Stroud [Kar77], structural [DS76, Per80, SM73a], Structure [GMPW79, MM65, Nic75a, Rul80, FP75, Gil77a, Gil77b, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh76, Kal72a, MT80, Nor63, Sel77, SG69, Tor69, Tel80], Structured [All75, AI80, Bod77, CM79, Col76, CS76, CDP80b, Doc79, Ell80, Gal75, HM77, HH79b, Jay80, Jon76, Ken74, Lea78, Lew80b, LR77, MO80, ...
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Uni79, Uni80b, Van73b, ZN79a, ZN79b].

Users [Joh80, JID80, Lew79b, Con73d, Con76a, Con79a, dPW80, Int67c, Int68g, Int78, IBM68, Int68h, Int68i, MS79, Mor75, Tur69b]. uses [Mue75].

Using [BD80a, dIB59, Cli74a, CA78, Con79c, Fel79, HPR78, Joh66b, Lat79, LHM80a, LHM80b, Lyyo80, Moh77, NC76, PRO80, RIAS78, Wal80b, art75, Bar66, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla71, BC67, Bro71b, CST73a, Cli74b, Cli74c, Clo72, CCM76, CDGW76, D666, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, DLS79, ES78, Fox64, FK76, Fri71a, Gav76, Har68a, Har63, Har64b, Has78, HV74, Hat78, HH77a, Hor65, HPR77, Jan66a, JV67a, JV67b, Joh74, KPG63, KF72, KS68, Las71, LK74, Lea67, Lep76, Les72, Lil71, Lou74, MI64, MT75, Mik73, Mon70, Mur71, Ost64, PTM77, PC78a, PNK65a, PNK65b, Pic66, PG66, Ren65, Sch79c, Sch80g, Smi66, Sti72, SW75, TIT2, TS73, Tho72b, Tho68, Tug75, Van73a, Var77, Wal80a, ZD78, Zal73].

utoichivo [SZ80].

usuarios [Wei73].

UT [Uni77]. UT-CDC [Uni77]. Utah [Bee80d].

UTCS [Hon76]. Utilisation [Rou75, E67, Is73]. Utilities [Cor77, Dig75e, Dig77e, Ent75a]. Utility [Bee70c, Bee78, CR74, Lud69]. utilizao [CC70, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74, An70d].


v [Ham79b, Ano76, An70c, Bec72, Ber70a, Fin72f, HM64, Ove72, Rec68, Rec71, Sch67, Sou71, Spe66b, Spe69c, Spe9, Spe73a, Spe73b, Spe76b, Unio8a, VP76, Xer76a].

V001C [Fin76]. V02A [Hon76]. Validation [OF76, Fed70, Fed87, SF75]. Value [AK78, ABB74, CR74, LP74]. valued [Cl74b, Cli74c, RSE72]. values [PC67, RZB77, Spi65, VV66]. vane [Mei78].

vapor [FH71]. vari [Sic74]. Variable [Boh75, dIB59, Jet79, Yat71a, Yat71b, Yat71c, Art75, Han75, Jef77, LP74, Lon73, Tay76].

variable-length [Han75, Tay76]. Variables [Fia73, HK72, Lea78, Bai63, BT76b, Bro80, Cam65, Gum77, Har73, SMM65]. variance [Bry75, Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, Gar63, Kan79, She70a]. variates [RR70].

variation [Hol67, Hol68]. varierande [Hus76].

 voyeur [Mat72a]. Varycord [Bom67]. VAX [Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80f, Dig80g, Raf79].

VAX-11 [Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80f, Dig80g]. VAX/VMS [Raf79]. vector [Yur76]. Vector [AK80, Blu78, Mc78, Sch72a, Zwa75, Fox76, Han78, Ken70, Ken80, MI64, MS78, MS77a].

Vectorization [Hg79a]. Vectors [ST73c, ST73b]. vegetable [Oer71]. velocities [KM73b, KM77a, Kat77].

ventilation [FMC78]. Verfahren [Sto76]. Vergleich [MSS78b]. vergleichende [Hig72]. verification [Sm80]. Verifier [Ryd74]. versatile [Cra79]. Version [Hil70, Sch78, Yoh79a, Ari76, Ano74b, Ano74c, Bla69, Con71f, Con72a, Con72b, Con73e, Con73f, Con73g, Con75a, Con75d, Con75e, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con77b, Con78a, Con78b, Con79a, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Dig80g, Leu79a, Leu79b, Edw76b, Fin72f, Fis76, Fri71b, Fri80, Hun76, Int66a, JV67b, JV68, JMG77, Kno75a, Kno75b, LO77, MS71, Nat70a, Pat74, PT68, PT76, PJT76b, PJT76a, Ste80, SH78, Squ70, Sta65, Ste60a, Ste72b, TB65].

versions [Ano74a, Con72b, Con73c, Mur77a, Mur77b]. versus [BD80a]. vertical [And73]. Very [Ein76, Hei74]. VI

[HS69, Deu73, HL70, Ha68a, We70a]. via [Bid79, DD87, ES74b, Emb78]. video [Hon73b, Mc77a, Mc77b]. video-assisted [Hon73b]. video-tapes [Mc77a, Mc77b].

vieron [Hig72]. vergleichende [MSS78b]. vergleichende [Hig72].

versicherung [Hig72].验证 [Smi80].

versatile [Cra79]. Version [Hil70, Sch78, Yoh79a, Ari76, Ano74b, Ano74c, Bla69, Con71f, Con72a, Con72b, Con73e, Con73f, Con73g, Con75a, Con75d, Con75e, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con77b, Con78a, Con78b, Con79a, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Dig80g, Leu79a, Leu79b, Edw76b, Fin72f, Fis76, Fri71b, Fri80, Hun76, Int66a, JV67b, JV68, JMG77, Kno75a, Kno75b, LO77, MS71, Nat70a, Pat74, PT68, PT76, PJT76b, PJT76a, Ste80, SH78, Squ70, Sta65, Ste60a, Ste72b, TB65].

versions [Ano74a, Con72b, Con73c, Mur77a, Mur77b]. versus [BD80a]. vertical [And73]. Very [Ein76, Hei74]. VI

[HS69, Deu73, HL70, Ha68a, We70a]. via [Bid79, DD87, ES74b, Emb78]. video [Hon73b, Mc77a, Mc77b]. video-assisted [Hon73b]. video-tapes [Mc77a, Mc77b].

vieron [Hig72]. vergleichende [MSS78b]. vergleichende [Hig72].

versatile [Cra79]. Version [Hil70, Sch78, Yoh79a, Ari76, Ano74b, Ano74c, Bla69, Con71f, Con72a, Con72b, Con73e, Con73f, Con73g, Con75a, Con75d, Con75e, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con77b, Con78a, Con78b, Con79a, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Dig80g, Leu79a, Leu79b, Edw76b, Fin72f, Fis76, Fri71b, Fri80, Hun76, Int66a, JV67b, JV68, JMG77, Kno75a, Kno75b, LO77, MS71, Nat70a, Pat74, PT68, PT76, PJT76b, PJT76a, Ste80, SH78, Squ70, Sta65, Ste60a, Ste72b, TB65].
Knu62, Sch62, Wat68]. Written
[Lea67, Dea71, Dea77, McC64a, Pat77, Rod76, Squ70]. WVONB [PT73].

X [Cri77, Day63, Maz77, Moo76, Oer71, Sni63b, SH78, Ste72b, TC70, vM76]. X-ray
[Cri77, Day63, Oer71, Sni63b, SH78, Ste72b, TC70, Maz77, Moo76, vM76]. X3 [Ano77c].

X3-9 [Ano77c]. X3.9
[Ano78e, Ano78d, U.S78, Ame66a, Ame78d, Ano78d, SIG76, Ano66b]. X3.9-1966
[Ano66a, Ame78d, Ano66b]. X3.9-1978
[Ano78d, U.S78, Ano78d]. X3J3
[Ano78f, ABH71, Ano77a, SIG76]. X3J3/ [Ano78f]. X3J3/76 [SIG76]. XDS
[Ano70a, Ano70b, Owe79, Xer70a, Xer70b]. Xerox [Ano75e, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, BR78]. XFOR [Mos78]. XFOR-80 [Mos78]. XLFIT [Wei75].

years [Int57e]. yen [Ano75b, jT79]. yield [PT68]. yoru [Mur70]. yu [Ano75b, jT79].

z [Pic66, FHS78, Kah80b, Pag74a, Yoh72]. z-transforms [Pic66]. zadach [SZ80]. zada-
niach [ATW77]. ze [ATW77]. Zehnder [Din72, Jun69]. zero [Gar65]. Zeros [J72, Spi65]. zeta [Spi65]. Zinbun [Nis78]. Zugangstatistik [Sto76]. zum
[Dre70]. Zur [Rin77, Tec72, Die72, Fri75b, RS69]. Zuwachsverzeichnis [Sto76].
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